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We Live in the Present 
By the Post, but 
for the . .. 
Vol 5 No. I FTU, Orlando, F10rid3 september 22, 1972 
Registration Called 
'Worst' In History 
Tw o m ajor computer 
b re ak do wns and numerous 
intermittent shutdowns marred last 
we~k 's r egi stration as 6,313 
students faced what Director of 
Records and Registration I. Edward 
Bv David Foster 
Knight described as the worst 
registration he has seen yet at FTU. 
The breakdowns, one leading to 
the total disruption of registration 
last Wednesday, were unique 
because they occurred despite the 
fact the Office of Academic Affairs 
had secured the use of three 
separate computers, two of which 
are located in Gainesville and an 
emergency back-up computer here 
on campus. 
Lots ·Of Problems Complications in Gainesville caused shutdown of registration at 2:05 last Wednesday afternoon. 
Registrar William D. Chapman then , 
decided to resort to the back-up 
computer here on campus, only to 
discover it had broken down earlier 
Persist In Parking 
By Mark Zimmerman 
The number of cars on campus 
have now reached 3,200, but the 
number of spaces that are available 
are almost 3,000, - which leaves a 
total of more than 200 cars with no 
spaces available. Well, where can 
you park? \ 
In addition to the 1,261 
permanent spaces near the entrance 
to campus and behind the art 
complex there are temporary 
spaces behind the library, next to 
the dormitories, a 400-space lot in 
front of Lot No. 100, a clay lot 
near the Science Building for 700 
cars, and a 300-car lot near the 
entrance way to be completed in 
the near future for a permanent 
site. 
The Department of 
Transportation (DOT) does not 
have enough money allocated to 
fm · the 900-space paved lot near 
the new Humanities Building site, that morning. With three computers 
down and no acceptable 
and the money derived from the alternatives, Chapman rescheduled 
sale of student decals will be the 1400 students remaining to be 
needed to put finishing touches on registered on Wednesday for the 
the lot. accordin~ Fred E. Clayton, following day. (Continued on page 20) !-':"::::------------------------.. The second major breakdown 
Pay $ Today occurred Thursday afternoon and delayed the registration of incoming freshmen by 
approximately an hour. This 
Tuition is due today, and may breakdown like the first was 
be paid to the finance and traced to ~ faulty connecto'r in a 
accounting department in several terminal at Gainesville in addition 
ways. to the two major breakdowns, 
The fee may be paid at the intermittent shutdowns due to the 
cashier's office, mailed to finance fa u 1 t y connector and a 
and accounting, Florida malfunctioning motor in a 
Technological University, P. 0. Box keypunch machine. Information 
25000, Orlando, 32816, or Systems Consultant Bernard L. 
payment may be dropped into a Slessinger said the breakdowns 
large blue wooden box on the first numbered in excess of a dozen. 
floor of the Administration Knight said a number of program 
building. (Continued on page 20) 
l 
LINEUP FOR REGISTRATION lengthens at the Village Center as 
students battle faltering computers in a race to be registered before 
classes begin. Pi:eparing to join queue is Terri Steidley. (Photo by Ike 
Spinos) 
All FTU· Grants, 
Loans Committed 
Financial Aid funding at FTU 
for 72-73 is completely drained and 
all available University loans and 
grants have been fully committed. 
This includes the National Direct 
Student Loan, the Work Study 
program and the funds for the 
Educational Opportunity Grant. 
The only aid available at this time is 
the FTU emergency short term 
loan, which must be paid back 
within a qtrnrter. 
Director of Financial Aid Don 
Baldwin stated, "There is great 
pressure here because e have the 
same amount of federal aid as last 
year but many more students." 
Baldwin suggests the students 
needing financial aid now look for 
federally insured bank loan. The 
loan provides up to $1,500 for the 
year per student and is to be repaid 
after the completion of the 
student's schooling. 
Two new programs have been 
instituted this year, · the Florida 
Federally Insured Loan and the 
Florida Assistance Grant. The 
insured loan involves the State of 
REGENTS GATHER for September 11 meeting in Village Center's Multi Chester Ferguson and James Uardener. Not pictured are D. Burke Kibler III 
Purpose Room. From left are Mrs. E. D. Pearce, Fred Parker, Marshall and Dr. Louis Murray. With their feet J:.1ant~d firmly on the ground, they 
Bo· Rmoo J.AnCCtrelObn·s:y ~UP.::tQ Y.~~;.:::ij~e·:wT 1ocre r i n g 
Welll ... lemme see. I guess it all 
started last Spring up in Gainesville. 
They got another school up there, 
you know. Well sir, they got a 
paper up th ere at that school called 
the Alligrabber or something like 
that, and the Alligrabber and the 40 
pleb s, acting as the staff, decided 
to break a law or two. 
Jus let me tell you the fur flew 
hot and heavy for nigh on to three 
months before things settled down. 
ems as how the Alligrabber chose 
a doozie to violate when they 
printed some stuff about how to 
keep un-wed mamas un-pregnant. 
Now lemme 'splain sump'in to 
ya. The way it was, was that the 
president of the school use ta be 
the publisher of the paper. The 
pre ident couldn t stop nothin' 
from b in printed though 'cordin 
to folks who should know in 
Tallahassee, up in the armpit of the though, and they got up a plan of warn't asleep, though they sure had 
state. theirn own. a good chance to catch up on some 
So anyway, the president got Some time after that the rest. I mean to say! They was old 
real mad at Alligrabber and the 40 president over at the Alligrabber editors of the Alligrabber from 
plebes an' he axed the state boys if got to thinkin' that he liked the back to the days it was printed on 
he could put the Alligrabber off way things was bein' done 'round paper bags with carved 'taters. 
campus to sink or swim on its own. our way an, suggested thet the same The very next day everbody was 
Back in June the state boys thing should be done up his way. right 'cher on campus for the 
called a meetin' in Tallahassee to Thet way he would have a leetle official meetin' of the big boys. I 
lissen to all the pros and cons of more control over what is done in reckon they was whole lots upset 
slingin' all the school papers off the Alligrabber. when nothin happened for nigh on 
campus, and if I say so myself, it Well, it 'peared as how nobody to three hours at the meeti11', but 
looked as how everybody was a liked that but the president, so we did get a chance to gobble some 
hopin' thas what the'd do. I mean everbody ran to the state boys, fit good old roasted goobers from up 
to say! Even the president of the to be tied. nawth somewheres. 
old girl's school in Tallahassee A big confab was called to be Well sir, lemme tell you. When 
kinda hoped the' d go off campus. held right 'ch er in our own town. A the newspaper mess finally got to 
Everbody wanted the best of bof holy day was desecrated a bit as be talked 'bout they wasn't much 
worls, though, an' wanted the state everbody and his cousin tole the to be said. To be frank, they wasn't 
boys to give them money so they state boys what they thought much LEFT to be said! 
could do 'bout what they wanted. I should be done. The state boys sat One of the big boys suggested as 
don't haf to tell you the state boys quiet and nodded ever now and how the presidents of the schools 
warn t too happy with that, again jus' to show as how they might like to have a say before they 
decided anything. Thas when the 
rug got pulled out. 
Jest 'bout all the presidents said 
they'd kinda like to leave things the 
way they wuz before the whole 
thing began. They said it looked as 
how any of the new plans would 
make more problems than they had 
right now. 
I'll be dognabbed if the big boys 
did'n jest table the whole thing and 
hope everbody would forget about 
it! 
I reckon as how it'll be a long 
spell afore we see quite so much 
dust stirred up 'bout somethin'. 
Leastwise now it's over for a while, 
an we can read 'bout the good old 
Asian war agin. But thas' another 
matter agin. Lemme tell you bout 
that some other time. I gotta go 
pick my nose right now. 
J' uW11tre £Z.ttnrtats· 
Inaction Applauded 
In light of all the bandying about of the terms "student,, and 
"university" and "independent'' newspapers, we would take it upon 
ourselves at this opportune time to explain why the FuTUre is a 
"university,, newspaper, and not a "student,, paper. 
In physical makeup, university and student newspapers differ in the 
way they appoint the editor-in-chief. The student newspaper generally 
has a committee or board which is indirectly answerable to the 
university president, but which also has a powerful sector of student 
voices entering into the choice. The university paper, on the other 
hand, has its editor appointed by a director of publications, who is 
directly hired by the president of the university. 
On the surface it would appear that the latter method would be the 
least desirable to the students of a university, but in reality, the 
"university" paper stands a better chance of getting a qualified editor 
than does the "student" paper. As is frequently the case, a strong 
special interest group could easily control the appointment of the 
editor-in-chief much the same way a similar group could control 
student government elections. The process of choosing an editor at the 
University of Florida, for instance, turns into more of a political 
maneuver than a choice based on qualifications and merit. It is 
interesting to note that many of the U of F editors are not only not 
journalism majors hut are frequently not even communications majors. 
Many of the past Alligator editors have in fact been aspiring lawyers 
who could, and have, used the paper simply to get their names into 
certain law books (a la the abortion special). 
Student governments, in most student newspaper plans, control the 
placement of the students on the board of publications. The student 
government then in reality gains more control ~ver the newspaper, not 
the students themselves, as the name would imply. For those haters of 
government control, it would seem to be a shift from one form of 
government to another, the biggest difference being that the student 
government is most likely to be run by power-interest groups, while the 
university president would run by the Regents. 
Before school even started in 1968, F-TU chose the university system 
to try to best serve the students, faculty and staff of the entire 
community. The system was later changed to encompass a board, and 
shift some of the responsibility and decision making process to a 
publications board. The board lasted less than a full year before it was 
disbanded, as it proved to be ineffective and too cumbersome for a 
growing newspapers' needs. At the suggestion of the board itsekf, the 
system switched back to the old method of operation. 
The university newspaper system places a great bulk of power in the 
hands of the president of the university. His power, however, is still not 
immediate. The president, as publisher, works through a director of 
publications who physically implements _poli_cy and control. 
Neither policy allows complete freedom for the editors. No 
newspaper in the country, bar none, is allowed complete freedom. The 
famed screaming liberal-leftist Berkeley Barb even follows certain_ 
criterion. We would ·wager, for instance, that an article discussing the 
merits of Vice-President Agnew's political career would never see the 
light of day in that publication. Such a dream as freedom to print 
anything at anytime about anyone is Pollyannaish. 
There are extremes of control which should, without a doubt, be 
avoided. FTU's history has indicated that our president has no 
intention of becoming an oppressor. He, in fact, is probably a great deal 
more liberal with the FuTUre than the board of student publications at 
the U of F. He chose a good man to serve as director of publications 
and leaves much of the rest to that man's common sense and 
journalistic acumen. 
If the system fails FTU in 10 years, we will cry for a change. Today, 
however, a change in policy would probably serve to restrict journalistic 
freedom at FTU, no.t enhance it. 
ln other words we are happy, and for once would like to thank the 
Board of Regents for doing nothing. 
Jjett.l'rs IDn ID4t £httnr 
FT u w D w vie eye for an eye, and why don't we the Mouse Trap, catchall plot of 
' treat our young and educable to an land that the father, son and For Longer Lines environment where they can do ghastly ghost of rnsney has 
their finest? Perfect laboratory sanctified. It has become rather 
Editor: conditions work great for rats. cam p for 1 e s s p o w er f u 1 
Will pro~ess never end? It seems At this most hailowed of organizations, to compete with this 
that every time I tum around, Man, institutions where meek Greek and brave new world of mice and men. 
the t7chnol?gical ~nimal, is freak coagt;late togethe; for higher So in keeping with this keen 
out do mg himself in some learning, our exalted leaders have sense of competitive stamina, I 
endeavor guaranteed to advance decided to take the concept of salute Florida Technological 
this pl~et t? the best ~fall world~. progre~ at heart and have, with University for challenging Disney 
And 1f thJS country JS to make it malice and in cold blood, initiated World to see who can have the 
.to the 21st Century, (touche new policies that will create a setting longest lines in Central Florida. 
Ogden) it will be because of our conducive for the highest order of. Progress? This college must have 
young people and sch.olars. Now study. Babylonian ancestors. Tell 'em 
one hand washes the other and an Orlando has become known as about the rabbits, George. 
A Matter Of Opinion 
By Gabriel Yanni 
In all fairness to our newcomers, we should enlighten them to 
aspects of FTU they were not exposed to during orientation. 
To use a now-popul~ cliche, "FTU has it all." The constantly 
watered jolly green grass, the semipaved parking lots, the comfortable 
uninvolved apathetic campus, the bold-headed, hidden, self-claimed 
liberals and the overflowing number of conservatives gluttonously 
satisfied with the way the world is. 
From experience we have learned that there is simply nothing we 
can do about the stubborn water sprinklers. It is a lost cause. As for _the 
parking lots, the $10 we all reluctantly paid will be used for new paved 
lots, whenever they will happen to be built. 
But there is a lot you, the new breed on campus can do. While the 
rest of the world was in turmoil and living the issues of the day, this 
campus lazily has slept time away. You can change this. You can and 
must get involved. You can voice your opinion, hope, and try to be 
heard over some of our daily red-taped ma~hinery. 
For example, last quarter they did away with pre-registration in a 
very peculair and~ still incomprehensible way. But results were the same. 
Teachers had to take time out to meet with their advisees. The 
difference was that the already enrolled students would not register. 
And it happened. On the third day of registration our unholy 
computer system gave out and went into isolation. Somewhere in 
Gainesville it took a re~ and shut down. Registration that afternoon 
was canceled and postponed to an early morning hour the next day. 
Escribo, 
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There was to be an alternate registration system to go into effect if the 
-----------------compute bTOke down. The backup system was never put into effect. 
The FuTUre reserves the right to 
refuse to print any letters which are 
submitted. All letters must bear the 
full name and address of the person 
or persons submitting them. Names 
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As I said, we were all supposed. to register at the same time. We 
believed it until someone discovered that the students who worked at 
registration were given the opportunity and right to register ahead of 
everybody else. 
There isn't room for favoritism on this campus. Someone will come 
out with an excuse or explanation for this action. Maybe, but then how 
about the students who helped out during the four days of orientation. 
Weren't they also allowed the favor to register early? No only those 
who work at registration by terms of a higher authority on campus. 
Let's play the rules as they are supposed to be played. If favoritism 
is going to be the name of the game this coming year, then let all the 
students be aware of it and let the slickest find his way through the 
mess that will arise. 
In other words 'Have we got a fall for you!" 
Editor's Note: 
The otudents working at registration have traditionally been granted 
the boon of registering early because they do not have the chance to 
register then their times would normally come up. It is not considered a 
favor, however, but is in fact an attempt to give the students working 
on registration a fair chance. 
We would question how many stl.lden-ts would be willing to work 
:r-----------------------------' during registration if their schedules were at stake. 
Phone: 275-2606. 
Entered as third c·lass matter at 
the Post Office at Orlando, Florida. 
This public document is 
promulgated at an annual gro~ cost 
of approximately $26,726 to 
inform members of the university 
community of related news, 
announcements and activities. Le~ 
an approximate annual revenue of 
$9,065, this document is circulated 
for an annual net cost to the state 
of approximately $17 ,660, or 8.5 
cents per copy. 
Th mea ure of u ce · not wherher you haJ ea tough problem to deal 1 ith, but whether it's the same problem you had last year. 
John Foster Dullies 
'r 
• :J . 
! 
CHRIS PARTRIDGE PRESE TS 
NOW THRU Oct. 8th 50% Off 
. . 
Cover Charge To All FTU Students 
Presenting FTU Student 1.0. Cards 
The "NIGHT ON" Place To Be . 
New York Style 
Live Rock Discoth~que 
17 and Over Only 
Ill 
I 
1124 EAST COLONIAL DR,. ORLANDO 
CORHER OF 50 ArJD 17-92 
-
e 
r 
OPEN . 
THURm 
THRU 
SUN. 
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GRADUATE STUDENT Fred Jensen, center, has Dr. David Block, assistant dean of the College of 
been awarded the FTU Environmental Protection Engineering. Supporting the plaque -- and Jensen .. 
Award for 1972-73. With Jensen are Dr. Yousef A. are the arms of Dr. Martin Wanielista, custodian of 
Yousef, associate professor of engineering, left, and . the award. (Photo by Bill Ivey) 
VCActivities Featur 
Speakers,Film,Song 
Music and food, both free to 
FTU persons, courtesy of the 
Village Center and Student 
Government, will begin the 
activities of the 1972-73 academic 
year. A picnic Sunday, beginning at 
2 p.m. at Lake Claire, will feature 
food and entertainment. Arthur, 
Gottlieb and Hurley and Riddler 
will provide music. 
The VC Grand Opening is 
Wednesday, Sept. 27, which will 
formally present the new extension 
to students. The ribbon cutting by 
President and Mrs. Millican will be 
folJowed by brief talks by Millican, 
SG president Steve Adamick and 
Debbie Jones, member of the VC 
Board. 
Activities Day, during which 
about 40 on-campus organizations 
will set up displays to inform 
students about their activities and 
purposes, will begin at 11 a.m. on 
the VC court. 
A fashion show, featuring styles 
by Satin Lady will begin at 2 p.m., 
and during the day free games such 
as table tennis, billiards, chess and 
cards will be available. Music will be 
by New Days Ahead and Wooden 
Spoon, who also will play at the 
fashion show. 
The Assembly Room is the new 
site for movies; the first is set for 
tonight at 8:30. "Little Big Man" is 
the opener, and also plays Saturday Jeremiah Collins, will be a more 
and Sunday. "Shaft" is next, dramatic presentation. 
playing September 27, 29 and 30, Albert Brooks, a comedian, will 
followed by "Charly ," showing appear on campus November 7. 
Ocotber 4, 6 and 7. Two discussion sessions are also 
Other October films are planned on campus. The first, an 
"Rosemary's Baby," October 11, American Civil Liberties Union 
13 and 14, "Zachariah," October forum, will feature .four lawyers 
18, 20 and 21, and HaJlowe'en All who will discuss student rights. The 
Night Horror Festival October 28. forum will be October 4 in the 
Also in October will be a four-day Assemb1y Room. The second is part 
festival by the Visual Literacy of the VC Discove~ Series, this 
Series, to be shown October 22, 23, quarter featuring consumer affairs. 
23 and 25 in the Engineering Lowell Dodge, one· of Nader's 
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Raiders and author of ''What To Do 
Tentatively scheduled for With Your Bad Car/' will speak 
November is a Film Festival of the November 16 on the VC Green. 
'30s, November 8, 10 and 11· 
followed by Brewster Mccloud 
Novemeber 15, 17 and 18, and 
"Catch 22"- November 29, 
December 1 and 2. 
Live performances will not be NEW SG OFFICES 
neglected by the VC this year. The Student Government offices 
thought perceptor Kreskin will be have been relocated in the new 
here Octobe! 10 at .s p.m. ~ addition to the Village Center. SG 
Coffeehouse is planned m the Multi offices are now in VC 203 204 
Purpose Room October 13 at 10 205, 206. 216 and 217. ' ' 
p.m. after "Rosemary's Baby," and I 
Peanuts comics strip will come alive 
to music as the VC presents 
"You're a Good Man, Charlie 
Brown" at 8:30 in the Assembly 
Room. · 
The character interpretation 
''An Evening with JFK," by 
FOR WRECK DAMAGE 
AND ALL TYPES OF PAINT WORK ..... 
See Fritz at 
OVIEDO 80.DY PAINT SHOP 
365-3592. 
HEYi 
COME GET TO KNOW ·us 
BRJNG TIDS AD IN THIS WEEK (SEPT. 22-29) 
AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A BIG DIP OF OUR 
REAL GOOD ICE CREAM!! 
( 48 Flavors to choose from 
Open till 11:00 p.m. (10:00 p.m. Sunday) 
for your late nite munchies.. 
AFROTC Inducts 
First FTU Cadets 
FTU's Air Force Reserve 
Officer's Training Corps 
detachment marked its beginning 
Tuesday with the swearing in of 11 
cadets. 
The head of the department of 
aerospace studies, Air Force Major 
Wisenhut, conducted the ceremony 
for the first ROTC cadets at FTU. 
Andrew J. Ja :vorski. Lawrence 
~ Ianfredi Bruce A. Newell D nnis 
L. Pytko and John M. alk r. 
The department of aerospace 
studies is offering three courses this 
quarter, one each at the 100, 200 
and 300 levels. 
Five of the 11 cadets are Besides these courses, the cadets 
recipients of scholarships - Larry will be participate in tours of Air 
Braddy and John Kirkpatrick Force installations, receive lectures 
'receiving four-year awards and on military conduct and partake of 
Jerry Walker, Tommy Denton and that favorite military pastime -· 
Robert Ryan receiving two-year marching. The program is designed 
awards. to remain as flexible as possible in 
The other cadets in the program order to better meet the needs of 
are Frederick Collington Jr., the cadets. 
BOUTIQUE 
THE SWEET SH PE 
Aloma Shopping Center, inter Park 
Look for the flashing ligh 
WINTER PARK STORE 
300 PARK AVE. SOUTH 
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 32789 
PHONE (305) 647-5355 
-HOURS-
onday through Saturday 10 a.f!l .-10 p.m. 
Sunday 12 noon-1 0 p .m. 
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Grand Opening 
For VC Annex 
The new addition to the Village 
Center is now in use but ruI have 
its Grand Opening Wednesday. 
President Charles . 1\fillican will 
begin the day of special activities 
by cutting the ribbon at 9:30 am. 
Nine student organizations will 
have offices in the newly buil area: 
Student G ovemment, Pegasus, 
Panhellenic, Inter Fraternal 
Council Black Student Union, 
Men's Resident Association, 
Women's Resident Association, 
Intramurals and religious groups. 
Village Center Director Ken 
Lawson's office, two conference 
rooms and a study lounge are 
located in the new section. An art 
gallery, currently featuring 
drawings by Dorothy Kannon, is 
included. 
banquets meeting movie in 
cinemascope and other activities. 
Lawson indicated that the facility 
will not be exclusive to VC 
activities. There will be a minimal 
charge for setting up for other 
groups. 
Debbie Wheatley assist.ant 
program director, said the assembly 
room is "an ideal place for the 
movie program. It can be u ed for 
so many th in gs. ' 
SLx pool tables were put in use 
Tuesday, Sept rn: in the Ve game 
room. The charge on the tables w111 
be 60 cents an hour per person 
"7ith a minimum playing time of 20 
minutes. Fifteen card and game 
tables are included in the room. 
Table tennis tables will eventually 
be added. 
ORANGE COUNTY Elections Supervisor Dixie 
Barber, right, authorizes FTU students (from left) 
Tom McLaughlin, Paul Harkiewicz, Jerome 
Finklestein and Ed Burton to register students to vote 
in time for the November 7 general election. (Photo 
The Assembly Room will be 
capable of seating 900 people and 
will be used to accommodate small 
concerts, speaking engagements, 
A sound system is expected to 
be installed in the Assembly Room 
by the end of 1972. Bulletin 
boards, courtyard benches and 
conference room movie screens 
were delayed due to lack of funds. 
Law son stated there will be 
problems in getting state approval 
for funds for the sound system. 
by Mary Anna Jackson) 
Voter Registration· Deadline Today 
to 2 p.m. today~ Today is the last day students 
can register on campus to vote in 
the November 7 general election. 
The voter registration drive, 
sponsored by Student Government 
opened Tuesday on Village Center 
patio and continues from 10 a.m. 
Any unregistered Orange County 
resident who is older than 18 years 
of age is eligible to register. Each 
student must, however, produce 
some official document, such as a 
AT HORNE-S MOTOR LODGE 1-48'441 
-1-: 
. ~~~ .;;~ PRESENTS NIGHTLY 
WEDNESDAY 
LADIES 
. ' NIGHT BENTWOOD 
ROCKER 
422-4521 
ENTERTAINMENT 
SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA STATE 
•• IETS AVA AILE J 
V Room ... OS 
WOMETCO 
OFFICE 
drivers license, showing his place of 
residence. 
The students who will be 
registering new voters were 
deputized by last Friday Orange 
County Elections Supervisor Dixie 
Barber. 
Student Government Vice 
President Lee Constantine, who 
helped coordinate the effort, set 
the goal of the drive at 1,000 
students, adding that he hopes the 
goal will be exceeded. 
Two new dining rooms are 
capable of seating 480. The former 
cafeteria (multi-purpose room) will 
be used as a study lounge. The 
vending machines from the 
Administration Building have been 
lr--~~~~----------~~-~~-----~lmoHd~VC17~ , -.... (am· · pus Glances ~ Activities for Wednesday's ~ ~ 1 ~ Grand Opening are: 10 a.m. to 3 
... ----------------------------' p.m. Annual Activity Day (an 
COMPUTER CLUB field who have computer interests. 
I All students interested in Membership information is computers and computer usage are posted on the first floor bulletin 
invited to join the student chapter board of the Computer Center . 
of the Association for Computing Club activities will include touring 
Machinery. This computer club computer installations and 
welcomes students majoring in any sponsoring campus lectures. 
(;1 ~111 i(•l :) l •Iii (;)iii :t !il i :Ji j
opportunity for students to join 
campus organization~) and free 
billiards and ping pong games; 12 to 
3 p.m. music by "New Days 
Ahead" and "Wooden Spoon," 
short comedy flicks and free 
refreshments; 2 to 2:45 p.m., 
fashion show, music by "Wooden 
Spoon"; 8: 30 p.m., movie "Shaft" 
in the Assembly Room. 
"We have it (the new addition) 
there and now all we have to do is 
provide excellent programs," Miss 
Wheatley commented "The Village 
Center should be a place where 
students can go when they want 
something to do." 
F. T. U. FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES 
YOU'RE LATE 
CONSIDER: 
I 
..... BUT NOT TOO LATE 
TO ENROLL IN AIR FORCE ROTC 
DURING DROP/ADD 
No obligation during first two years 
A draft deferment, if needed 
Scholarships paying tuition, fee, text books 
and $100 per month 
$100 per month for everyone enroJled in the 
last two years of the program 
Earn a private pilot's license - 36~ hours of 
flight in truction ... FREE 
A commission a an Air Force 2nd Lieutenant 
Starting salary of S8,200 to S9.800 
Open to both men and women. 
If interested, contact the Ajr Force ROTC here at . T. U. 
located in Suite 350. Administration Buildjng or all 275-2264. 
AIR FORCE ROTC 
ti( 
M n ~ ~ 
l'! ~ \..._ ~ I=: -l 
I~ \L - ~ ' ((. ~ ~ I FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF & GUESTS ~ 
I HEAR 3 BANDS: 25~ N ~ ~ I "ARTHUR, HURLEY & GOTTLIEB," * Hamburger, ~ 
~ "THE RIDDLER," & "MIAMI" ~ ~ * Baked Beans, ~ 
I * Chips & Drink ~ 
I PLEASE PARK BH~!ND FTU UBRARY I ~ 
~~~":H!.":H!.~~~~~~~4H!.~~";H!.~";H!.~';J~~~";H!.~~';J:;?!";H!.~ 
.· 
VILLAGE CENTER 
---1-i-J 
------'.-j 
,.A'tt..~J 
--
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 
Free refreshments and music by members of University Band 
9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 
Ribbon Cutting by President and -1rs. 1'1illican followed 
by brief remarks by President Millican, Steve Adamick 
(Student Government), and Debbi Jones (Village Center 
Board) 
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Annual Activity DRy (V. C. Patio) 
Free billiards, ping pong games in new games room 
12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. 
Welcome Social - including music · by "New Days Ahead0 
and "Wooden Spoon"~ 
short comedy flicks, 
free refreshments (V. C. Assembly Room) 
Fashion Show - Satin Lady Dress Shop and Village 
Center 
.fusic by "Wooden Spoon" 
8:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. 
"Shaft" - University Movie - V. C. Assembly Room 
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Marek Named 
Intern Of Year 
Sharon Marek, senior 
communication major and layout 
editor of the FuTUre was named 
Intern of the Year by the Orlando 
Sentinel in August. 
Miss Marek wa5 one of three 
FTU interns who worked at the 
Seninel during the summer, writing 
and editing. She was awarded a $50 
savings bond and a certificate of 
!J'Ml~~~.+~~ 1 commendation at an awards 
LEE CONSTANTINE really isn't a used book, but the Book Exchange is provided so students can sell 
the Student Government vice president earlier this used books directly to other students. Books are now 
week is looking at the empty shelves in the SG Book being received, and sales wiU begin Monday and will 
Exchange. Now situated in Village Center Room 211, last until Oct. 2. (Photo by Ike Spinos) 
SG Book Exchange 
Open For Business 
The Student Government Book 
Exchange, VC 211, is now 
accepting books from students, for 
sale Monday through October 2. 
Redemption period for books will 
be October 3-16. 
The Book Exchange, which 
began in August 1971, is opening 
late this quarter because of 
confusion which resulted from the 
transfer of SG offices from the 
Library Building to the Village 
Center in August. 
of business was transacted. the next time and settling back to 
Adamick said that in the four 1,000 during 1the fourth quarter. 
and one-half quarters the exchange Although more students are 
has operated, a total of about 50 attempting to use the Book 
books have been left unclaimed. Exchange, Adamick said he thinks 
SG is now donating leftover books many prefer to use the campus 
to the FTU library. Bookstore as a matter of 
The SG president explained convenience. He said students who 
there is now a cutoff date for need immediate cash particularly 
claiming unsold books or money pref er the Bookstore since there is 
from sales. Unclaimed money is put no waiting period for obtaining 
into an operating fund for the money from sales. 
exchange and is not used directly 
by Student Government. In speaking of the future of the 
luncheon August 30 at the Citrus 
Club. 
Joseph McGovern, executive 
editor of the Sentinel, presented 
Miss Marek with the award. Other 
Sentinel executives who attended 
the luncheon included Stan 
Roberts, managing editor, as well as 
several division editors. 
The other interns from FTU 
were Shelby Strother and Carol 
Whitten. 
Activity· 
T~day, Sept. 22 
End of Add/Drop. 
TRYOUTS: 
"Charlie Brown," 4-6 p.m., Village 
Center Assembly Room. 
MOVIE:. 
"Little Big Man," 8: 30 p.m., VC AR. 
Saturday. 
Sept. 23 
The three FTU students were 
among a total of eight interns who 
participated in the program. The 
other interns were Pat Rethwill, 
Florida State University. and Tom 
Kennedy, Debbi Smith Bob 
Rothman and Bruce. Kuehn, 
University of Florida 
This is the second consecutive 
year an FTU student has received 
the Intern of the Year award from 
the Sentinel. Communication major 
Mary Anna Jackson received the 
award last year. 
Miss Marek, who will graduate in 
December, said she hopes to return 
to the Sentinel after graduation. 
Her journalistic work at FTU has 
included service as reporter and 
news editor for the FuTUre and 
membership in the FTU chapter of 
Sigma Delta Chi, a professional 
iournalism societv. 
Calendar 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 26 
DELTA SIGMA Pl: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 233, 239. 
LATTER-DAY SAINTS: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211. 
MEAS: 
Membership Meeting, 11 a.m., 
Engineering Auditorium. Program 
will feature f'llms of award-winning 
non-polluting automobile. Student Government President 
Steve Adamick explained that due 
to reassignment of rooms, the Book 
Exchange was unable to open 
before fall quarter. He added that 
because of the late opening, the 
exchange will remain open longer 
into the quarter, but he said he 
does not expect too much business. 
More students are using the Book Exchange, Adamick said 1--------------1 
Book Exchange each quarter, there are definite plans to expand PEGASUS PILOTS: 
.tdamick said, adding that the operations. The present room, VC MOVIE: 
211 . b t e quarter larger Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 41&. 
number of students who attempt to ' is a ou on - "Little Big Man," &:30 p.m.; VC AR.•-------------~ 
use the exchange is about three than the old site, and there are 
times the number of students who plans to keep the exchange open 
are actually served by the longer than in the past. 1----------------1 
operatio~. Beginning in winter quarter, SU n d a Y 1 
Wednesday, 
Sept. 27 
ACTIVITY DAY: Since the opening of the first Book Exchange, business has 
steadily increased, with 
approximately $5,000 passing 
between students in exchange 
transactions. For summer quarter 
alone approximately $1,700 worth 
Adam1ck gave a breakdown of Adamick said he hopes to be able 
stude~t use of t~e exchange fr?m to keep the exchange open through All day, Village Center. 
the first quarter It opened. Durmg the quarter, possibly for six to eight sept 2 4 
that quarter 1,000 studen~s were weeks, so students may come in • WELCOME SOCIAL: 
served by the. exchange, ~~~ :~e and exchange books anytime. 1-P-l_C_N_IC-: ----------i 11 a.m., VC AR. 
numbe.r droppmg ba~~ to e To help achieve this goal, Student Government Picnic, 1 p.m., 
followmg quarter, nsmg to 1,500 Student Government will be hiring Lake Claire. 
LENF Grants Avvarded astudentassistanttoworkwiththe 
MOVIE: 
FTU has received a $25,000law Administration, a federal 
el\forcement grant for curriculum organization, but these funds must 
enrichment at FTU's Daytona be distributed by the State Planning 
Beach Resident Center. Agency and the Governor's Council 
- Jefferson Duffy, assistant on Criminal Justice. 
professor of social science, sai~ the The specific purpose of the grant 
university applied to the is to allow residents of the Daytona 
"Shaft," 8: 30 p.m., VC AR. 
Book Exchange supervisor. MOVIE: 
Adamick said the Student "Little Big Man," uo p.m., vc AR. Thursday, 
Government subsidy operation will 
be moving into the Book Exchange 1---------------1 Sept. 28 
area also, so students who wish to M 0 nd a y I l'"':Y~o-=-u':'.:N"":"'G'::"""':D~E=M~O~C::-::RA::=-:--~T=s-: ---l 
take advantage of the reduced 
prices on movie and theatre tickets Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 210. 
will be able to do so there. Se Pt• 2 5 p ANHELLENIC COFFEE·. 
Adamick added that this 1----------------.., 
quarter, as soon as the Book 7: 30 p.m., Watch for location. DEADLINE: 
Governor's Council on Criminal Beach area to complete a four-year 
Justice for the grant and received it program of law enforcement 
because FI'U has the largest without having to commute to 
baccalaureate law enforcement FTU's main campus. With this 
degree program in the state of grant both centers may offer 
Florida. duplicate programs in law 
Exchange closes on .October 16, the 
room will be reopened to distribute Men'~ Flag Football, Women's MOVIE: 
free gift packs to students. VolleybalL "Shaft," 8:30 p.m., VC AR. 
Duffy explained that the funds enforcement. . 
the grant provides are issued by the The grant 1~ f~r one year. 
Law Enforcement Assistance However, the university may apply 
Knapp Dies 
James Knapp 22 1972-73 
director of the Village Center 
Board, was killed in an automobile 
accident September 10 in Texas. 
Knapp a senior psychology 
major, was on vacation at the time 
of the accident. He came to FTU in 
for continuation. Duffy said, 
"Hopefully, it's a grant which 
diminishes over a five-year period. 
This means the state participation 
goes up and the federal 
contribution goes down on a 
matching basis.' 
Land Cleared 
1971 from Brevard Community Land has been cleared to the 
College. west of the library for the new 
Knapp was elected to the Village Humanities and Fine Arts building, 
Center Board in lay and headed the appearance of which is 
the art committee. which schedules unknown at this time. Due to a new 
film to be shown during each and complicated system of bidding 
quarter. His particular project was and a 11arding contracts no artist's 
arranging to bring the Vi ual rendering of tbe building in its 
Literacy Film erie · to campus completed tate has been made. 
Oc ober 22-25. This system which is being used 
Be id hi work at the Village · for the firs time in the state of 
Center, Knapp was a participant in Florida by he ate Departm_ent of rall_,.":-';liii 
the Co-opera ive Edlication General ervice bas, according_ to FTU'S NON-POLLUTING CAR MAX displays its 
program. where he worked in the Fred Clayton of the Physical award-winning natural-gas engine to onlookers which 
Adult Basic Education Division of Planning Department already been included University of Florida President Stephen 
the Orange County Department of used, then discarded as impractical O Connell. The UF car, which won nationally and 
Public Instruction. by the tate of California placed second internationally in the Urban Vehicle 
He · survived by his mother, The Department of General Design Competition in Detroit is also shown behind 
rs. Delores Knapp est ervices is in charge of all state The FTU car developed by members of MEAS 
1elboume. financed construe ·on. Club as third overall nationally in noise control and 
fifth int.emationaDy in safety. In five of 14 tests, 
MAX beat the UF car. MAX was safer, easier to park, 
quieter and had quicker acceleration. One of the 
lower costing anti-pollution cars in the competition, 
costing about 1,000 more than the original price of 
a Gremlin, MAX also had the distinction of being the 
only car which did not need minor repairs during 
competition. (Photos by illiam Buzzell) 
• 
Your nearest and newest-
McDonald's ·Restaurant 
-is ready to serve you! 
Visit the new 
restaurant at 
490 Semoran Blvd 
in Winter ·Park 
(Corner. Semoran & Aluma) 
and 
·"Be Our Guest " 
for a FREE 
BIG MAC 
,----------~------------~---------------------~-! This coupon good for one-
' 
I BIG MAC 
You deserve a break today -
The triple - decker meal disguised 
as a sandwich 
This Offer Good Only On Wednesday, 
September 27, 1972 . 
Good only at McDonald's 490 Semoran Blvd. or Hwy. 436 
LIMIT - ONE PEI PERSON 
-----------------------------------------
so get up and get away to McDonald's 
.. -. y • • .. _ • • • • - .. - .... ·, ' •• • - • • • .. " ··~- -. • ·.. • • • 
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l.ife Costly For Mike Vaughn 
All Mike Vaughn wants to do is 
finish school. It's going to be rough. 
Not that he's a poor student. On 
the contrary. But Mike Vaughn is 
fighting a long uphill battle for his 
life that seems to be getting steeper. 
Stricken with a rare kidney disease 
when be was two years old, he 
regressed slowly until doctors 
diagnosed a kidney transplant as 
the only way he would live to finish 
college. 
Originally, he attended Florida 
State University but transferred to 
FTU to be near Orange Memorial 
Hospital for treatments. In March 
of this year he suffered total 
kidney failure and high blood 
pressure and was not expected to 
live. Complications affected his 
heart and lungs and he was being 
kept alive by a kidney dialysis 
machine in Gainesville, where he 
was transferred. 
In May, surgeons removed both 
of Vaughn's kidneys. His mother 
donated one of her kidneys for the 
transplant operation. It was 
performed in August but the 
critical period is just beginning. 
He has to continue to use the 
dialysis machine for the next three 
By Shelby Strother 
months. The machine is a miracle 
of medicine in that it successfully 
imitates that most marvelous of 
inventions, the human body -
specifically, the kidneys. It serves 
to clean and purify :Mike's blood. 
Without it, he would die. 
But he doesn't complain. He's 
not griping. In fact his fraternity 
brothers never knew how much he 
was suffering until they beard him 
groaning in agony on the floor in 
his apartment. A member of Kappa 
Sigma fraternity, Mike has lots of 
friends in his FTU chapter. But it 
isn't any secret handshakes or 
~-------------------------•mo~h~ ~~ lli~ ~w ~ke 
• • • ~$°"' 
"Just Arrived" for Fall 1,200 Pullovers 
S'UP&ie L(J'J(/ ~S& fJ&rl"1tS 
rl'W ~'U?t'D'ReDS ()'; 
~S'ri'eD etrrltJ1tS 91t 
J l ~ 11trl1t1/ et)Ltf!<S 
//SStJ7:!'78D etJLtf!<S. 
GUYS & GALS 
Vaughn and his friends together. 
They know Mike needs help and 
friendship and they are giving it to 
him. And that is what true 
brotherhood is. 
But Mike Vaughn is no martyr. 
He's not a crossbearer. He doesn't 
want to hurt anymore. He wants to 
be well. And he can be. 
How? Money. That's all he 
needs, hopefully. Total expenses 
for the operation and associated 
medical costs are expected to 
exceed $60,000. And he has no 
alternative but to pay the costs or 
give the rest to Mike's fun(\ and 
find out what it's really like to 
' turn someone on" ... to life. Help 
give him what so many of us take 
for granted. 
And send that envelope to P. 0. 
Box 363, Titusville, Fla., where a 
special account has been set up in 
Mike's behalf. And please do it 
soon, while you still have a chance 
and while he still does too. 
Consider yourselves lucky, my 
friends. Lucky to be able to help. 
For Mike Vaughn would gladly 
trade places and give you all his 
spare change while he leads a 
normal life. 
But that's just a dream. And a 
nightmare might happen if the 
money runs out. Don't Jet them 
take that wonderful machine away. 
Don't let them pull the cord that 
will stop the cleaning of Mike 
Vaughn's blood. Your brother 
needs help. 
Help Mike Vaughn come back to 
FTU. Please. 
Fee Status Correction Urged 
All full-time or part-time 
students seeking second bachelor's 
degrees are requested to file with 
the registrar's office a program of 
study signed by their college deans, 
in order to avoid being incorrectly 
billed for enrollment fees. 
University Comptroller Joseph 
Gomez has announced that all 
students who have at least a 
bacca1aureate degree and who have 
not notified the registrar that they 
are pursuing a second bachelor's 
degree, will be considered 
post-baccalaureate students and will 
be assessed graduate fees regardless 
of course levels in which they are 
enrolled. 
In order to avoid paying more 
than they should for enrollment, 
students are requested to notify the 
registrar. Gomez noted that even if 
students are billed incorrectly they 
are expected to pay the fees as 
stated. Those students who have 
been un .dercharged will 
subsequently be billed for 
additional fees. 
Te"cher Exam Dates Set 107 w. Lyman Aw. • Winter P1rlt, flt. 32789 die.But hel T d · tead 
•.....,. we can p. o ay,ms ~S."1900 Dates for the National Teachers measure their professional of going to Boris', put your beer 
, ___ Center • fem Plrk Examinations have been set for preparation and general educational 
_,.... money in an envelope. Instead of ~17.tWl'ltef ~QrMt.' .Od.W. buying a pound, settle for a lid, and NAovilemlb2er191713, JanduaryJ I 2271, 11997733, bEackground, and a Teaching Area 
:=======================•••lllil....------------.. pr , , an u y , , xamination which measures their the Educationa1 Testing Service of mastery of the subject they expect 
BARNETT BA-NK 
FR.EE CHECKING 
WRITE AS MANY CHECKS AS YOU WANT 
WITH NO SERVICE CHARGE ON PERSONAL 
CHECKING ACCOUNTS, AND NO MINIMUM 
BALANCE REQUIRED. 
OPEN OR TRANSFER YOUR ACCOUNT AT 
ANY OF OUR FIVE BANKS IN THE AREA 
DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK 
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS 
EAST ORLANDO 
17-92 AT LEE ROAD 
WEST ORLANDO 
Princeton, N.J., has announced. :to teach. 
The test will be given at nearly 500 The "Bulletin of Information for 
locations throughout the United Candidates" contains a list of test 
States. centers, and information about the 
College seniors who wish to take examinations, as well as a 
the test may contact the school registration form. Copies may be 
systems in which they seek obtained from National Teacher 
employment for specific advice on Ex a m i n at i on s B ox 9 11 
which of the examinations to take Educational T~sting Service' 
and on which dates they should be Princeton, N.J., 08540. ' 
taken. 
Results of the National Teacher 
Examinations are used by many 
arge school districts as one o! 
evera.l factors in the selection of 
new teachers, and by several states 
or certification or licensing of 
eachers. 
On each full day of testing, 
rospective teachers may take the 
Common Examinations which 
BUS SCHEDULE 
The Grayline bus schedule to 
FTU from the city bus terminal is 
as follows: Downtown departure, 
7:15 a.rn. and 4:15 p.rn.; FTU 
departure, 7:55 a.m. and 4:55 p.m. 
The bus stops at Colonial Plaza by 
Jordan Marsh en route to campus at 
7:25 a.m. and 4:25 p.m. 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
IQ 
...... . 
''WE
1
VE cYALU!\TED YOUR~ f:XAMS& APTrfUDE-re.:5T'5CORES 
aJT 51i'if'E ~W 5AY? WF!: MUST ACCEPT '<OU ANYWAY-" 
3 & 4 _•ear-o]d kmderga'"ten 
1 acre enced playground 
hot lunches l 
. Broadway. VIEDOj 
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Student Senate Electio s 
•• 
Declare CANDIDACY AT V.C. 216 
u •• r.,ru!JWLlltu:¢•• 
Sept. 25 - Oct. 6 
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Campaigning Begins Oct. 9 
: Elections --·oct. 19-20 : 
* ~ 
* • ~-----~W-iW'WW W -... ........ ~::WWWW 
* • 
* • 
* • 
* ~ 
: 9 a. m .-4p . m . : 
~*****************************************~ 
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Service Gives Aid 
lnApartment Hunt 
By Margaret Shaughnessv 
Apartment hunting can be the start at $180.) !'ets require an extra 
old "needle . and . haystack,, depooit fee. 
routine if Orlando and apartment The above stated prices 
living are new to the FTU student. represent the apartment complexes 
Listings, rent deposits and that populate Orlando, particularly 
installations, on the other hand, can in the 436-Aloma area. Pools, 
all be unexpected sore points that clubrooms, tennis courts, laundry 
will needle any budget. rooms and, sometimes, sauna baths 
Professional Apartment Finders, are added features for the le~ee. 
FuTUre 
A 'BUMPER' CROP of romantic hitchhikers adorns the grill and 
headlights of this FTU car. Pesky hordes of love bugs have descended 
twice this year. much to every one's disgust. (Photo by Ed Burton) 
Inc. is the first place to contact fox The complexes in this area are 
the fastest service on available becoming aware of the FTU 
listings. This free service sponsored student, however. The University 
by the Orlando Apartment Apartments, Alafaya Trail, require 
Association will take and show no lease and average $2.35 per day 
prospective renters available for a completely furnished room. 
apartments in Orlando under no Aloma Arms, Aloma Avenue, to be · 
obligation. Finders (834-2050) is completed in late 1972, is studying 
located in the Altamonte Realty the possibility of a small $50 
Building on SR 436. deposit, 90-day lease plan for 
S~cial~~~re~al~es~ ~~n~Nnfil~~foq~~are--------------------------~ 
not exist in the City Beautiful. A the classifieds that list available 
one-year lease with a month's rent rooms, small apartments and 
for deposit accompany the average duplexes at reasonable prices. 
$150-a-month one bedroom $180 Once an apartment is found, the 
two - bedroom and $215 ' three- woes of utilities and telephone 
bedroom apartment. (Townhouses deposits strike. If the rent does not 
include utilities, a deposit of $25 is 
required and an average bill of $20 
C t G • a month can be expec~ed. e n e rs I v e Ma Bell requests a $50 deposit 
d for a telephone plus a $15 A re a C re i t installation charge. This deposit 
may be reduced if previous credit 
!las been established with the 
telephone compahy. The monthly 
;e'rvice charge is $7.55 plus tax. 
One of the basic tenets at FTU ~ 
;, Accent on the Individual." The 
people involved in the residen1 
credit centers feel there is no bette1 
way of implementing thi~ 
philosophy than taking education 
to the people. 
Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice 
president of academic affairs, 
delivered a film presentation on 
FTU's resident credit centers before 
the Board of Regents meeting Sept. 
11. 
"This program was initiated in 
·order t.o allow students t.o obtain a 
college degree without traveling faz 
from home or their place of work," 
stated Gambrell during his 
presentation. 
The firSt centers were established 
in the fall of 1968 in Cocoa and 
Dayt.ona Beach. Each of these 
centers were located at the 
respective community college with 
initial enrollments of some 300 
students. 
Presently, FTU is operating 6 
resident centers. They are located 
at Brevard, Dayt.ona, West Palm 
Beach, southwest Orlando near 
Valencia Community College, Cape 
Canaveral and Patrick Air Force 
Base. 
All involved in the resident 
cent~r program feel it has 
developed a "spirit'' of togetherness 
between FI'U and area junior 
colleges and has allowed 
approximately 3,000 students to 
enjoy off-campus credit programs. 
Gambrell expre$ed the future 
plans of the centers t.o be a 
continuing service t.o students 
interested in pursuing degrees near 
their homes or place of work, as 
well as to expand offerings in both 
graduate and upper division 
undergraduate work_ 
Furniture may be rented by the 
piece from furniture ren~ 
companies. New or used furniture is 
priced accordingly and some 
oompanies have lease-buy policies. 
A $20-$30 monthly rental can 
provide comfortable living with just 
the nece~ities of table, couch= 
:!hairs and bed. 
There is no last straw in yom 
~aystack search, usually what yot: 
oeedle be what you get. 
"MR. COL.OR TV" 
-:: • TV • STEREO • RADIOS • TAPE RECORDERS 
- • RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS 
* 1033 N. MILLS *WINTER PARK MALL 
* "Melody Corner'' 8e.liJ · 
-----1APEs--ana--1rco1f s--~---
AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
Central Florida's Largest Compact 
SELECTION 
SONY-P ANASONIC-ELECTROPHONIC 
RCA-SYLVANIA- SOYNA 
CRAIG - MASTERWORKS 
SONG OF THE POET TIME OUT ••• 
Give me a ring 
and I 11 sing you a song 
of the moon 
drifting 
over the trees 
of 
mountainous ships 
caught in our hips 
and tossed by a mighty breeze. 
Just say a ord and rn 
drown you in poef:IJ until our 
ears are sore. 
Then we'll go to the barn 
and I'll twist your arm 
until you beg to hear more. 
Bill lveJ:SOn 
The success of Walt Disney World is a team effort and your 
great support this past summer made it all worthwhile. Keep 
us in mind for future employment during those "time out" 
periods ... holidays and vacations. Your placement director 
has all the details. Have a good year but most of all ... thanks! 
alt IV)isney World 
An Equal Opportun·ty Employer 
tern 22, 1972 
FULL SIZE 
ELECTRIC PORTABLE 
BUY.A ROY LELE RI' 
TYPEWRITER OR A ROY AL 
ELECTRON1CCAL ULATOR' 
AND ROY AL WILL GIV YOU 
$10.00 FOR YOUR FAVORITE 
CAUSE OR CHARITY OR 
POLITICAL PARTY 
(Offer expires Oct. 31 '72) 
Full size, electric typewriter. 
88-character keyboard. Two-
color ribbon. This machine is 
perfect for the student! Made 
by Royal, one of the finest 
manufacturers of typewriters 
in the world. The Apollo 10 
comes complete with carrying 
AND THAT'S NOT ALL ..... 
You pay George Stuart $79.95 
and ROY AL WILL SEND YOU 
A CHECK FOR $10.00. (This 
m~s all you really pay ,is $69.95!) 
ROYAL 
DIGITAL I 
lEL.ECTRO.NIC 
CA LCL!.LA TOR 
FORMERLY $249-:-95 
ONLY 
$99.95 
When this famous electronic 
ca1culator was introduced by 
Royal, thousands were sold ..• 
at $249.95. It adds, subtracts, 
multiplies and divides. It gives 
direct credit balance and has 
features you'd expect to find on 
machines selling at twice the 
price! This machine is guaranteed 
by Royal 
ROYAL 
DIGITAL I 
For a limited time the DigitaJ I is 
offered for only $99.95. But that 
is not all ••• You pay George Stuart 
$99.95 •.. and Royal will send you 
a $10.00 check! Use the extra money 
any way you like. This me.ans all 
you actually pay for thi amazing 
machine i $89.95! 
PHONE 241-3431 
STORE HOU RS: 
on. & Fri. 8: 15 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Tues.,Wed.,Thurs.,Sat. to 6 p.m. 
pjjgeorge 
WI stuart 
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SG Exec's Promises Reviewed 
********** ********************** By David Foster ******** ** ******************* =I Politicians are evil, corrupt, and. although he, like anyone else, was lay all the nece&<;ary groundwork c o m p r o m i s e d with the the sale of off-price tickets to 
of course, can never be trusted to at first apprehensive about the large for both SG projects before his administration by ecuring the certain nearby theatres. Over the 
keep a promise. Though this is the increase, he has come to believe if term expires next spring. services of university lawyers for summer a subsidy booklet with 
common stereotype of the elected students want additional parking In trying to keep his promise of free legaJ counseling for students numerous coupons to local 
but forsaken office-holder, even a space they must be prepared to pay campus legal aid Adamick ran head through SG when such aid is restaurants and stores was added. 
politician deserves a fair chance. for it. He believes future university on into the FTU Executive warranted. By the middle of fall SG will ha e 
Steve Adamick is, in one sense, a planning should be directed toward Committee. He believed a legal As a candidate Adamick also added tickets to two nearby 
politician, one whose bid for the the construction of multi-floor service was a necessary part of the promised to work towards the drive-ins, tickets to performances of 
presidency of the student body lac;t parking garages as opposed to university'_s growth and that it incorporation of SG, a promise he Florida State Symphony, coupons 
s p r i n g p r 0 v e d s u cc es s- , - would satisfy a very real need, but now feels is unneces.sary to fulfill. to local quick-service restaurants in 
ful ... because of, a) his sex the.Executive Committee disagreed, He originally thought incorporation the Winter Park area and student 
appeal, b) his catchy name, c) saymg that they thought such a would be necessary to bring about a rates at some establishments. SG 
connections with the Mafia or d) service would be inappropriate for student rathskeller, an on-campus also plans to offer subsidized 
his campaign promises. S G and that off-campus lounge selling beer and wine, but be tickets to certain rock concerts at 
With the hopeful premise that organizations offered similar has concluded it would now be an the Orlando Sports Stadium. 
his campaign promises were the services. unnecessary expense. He is, Along the same lines of the SG 
deciding factor in his victory over The proposed service would have however, planning incorporation of service-oriented subsidy program, 
his I es s sexy, catchy or drawn funds from the unallocated a separate consumer information the student book exchange has also 
"neapolitan" opponents, Adamick reserve to hire a lawyer to provide service that would provide students been drastically expanded. The 
was questioned to determine just free legaJ counselling to FTU with free information on book exchange is larger, has more 
how well he has been keeping those students on a weekly or monthly consumer's goods and services. The people, will open sooner and close 
promises. basis. · The allocation had been service would be started by SG but later than ever before. SCls goal is 
Among his campaign promises, included in SG's fiscal budget to keep the book exchange open all 
which numbered thirteen in all, was / requ est and had been stricken by of the time and Adamick says this 
one calling for the expansion of / ~~ the university Executive may be accomplished within a year. 
paved parking spaces on campus. ,....,. Committee. Adamick considers the Adamick also promised a 
Partially due to Adamick's efforts, promise a failure, but said he has redirection of goals for the Lake 
about 900 additional parking spaces "-..._ ltf'v, ......_"" -., ~ G k Claire project. A member of the 
were added to FTU's 1,225 building parking lots for .. mil:s in ree $ Lake Claire Advisory Committee, 
permanent spaces this summer. every direction but toward the p I R h he has essentially reversed the 
However, Adamick declined center of campus. an U $ original plan of building \!Diversity 
responsibility for the $8 increase in Adamick also planned a The inter-fraternity council facilities around Lake Claire to 
parking decal prices, a move feasibility study of a child day-care (IFC) and the Pan-Hellenic council keeping it an outdoor recreational 
intended to add 300 additional center and student-run grocery at FTU are currently making plans area for students. SG has 
spaces annually. Adamick said that store here on campus. The quest for for their respective annuaJ fall consequently provided a number of 
DIPPER DAN 
9ce~ BBOPP~ 
Entertaining 
for 4 or 40? 
Serve our 
unique, 
~ handmade, molded 
ICE CREAM 
SPECIAL Tl ES 
Perrec1 ror luncheons, bridge clubs. parties 
for all occu1ons - from Cl)rislmas lo Co-
lumbus Day - rrom Valentine's O..y to 
Veter~n·s Day 
why not drop In !or your 
choice of 59 Ice Cream 
!la»ors or a good old 
f>•htoned Ice Cream 
Soda' 
&19 So Orlando Ave. 
Winter Park 
next to Winter Park 
Drive-In Theatre Ph. 647·2796 
a day-care center is not a new idea. rushes. recreational facilities, such as the 
It has been plagued, and still is, by IFC President Dan Hodges said barbecue grills erected near the 
a lack of proper funding for the last this year's rush is going to be beach. Present plans include 
three SG administrations. different from any of its construction of a bathhouse near 
Last year it was proposed that predecessors and that it should be beach. 
the center could be housed in a the best ever. He indicated that this Adamick has plans this fall for a 
dome structure for about $21,000, year the fraternities are going to feasibility study for a commuter 
but the legislature has imposed approach rush with a spirit of transit system and he has already 
what is essentially a moritorium on unity. orgaAized a committee for this 
further construction of temporary Susan Trapp, Rush chairman and would be run separately from SG purpose. SG also intends to 
structures on state campuses. Also, vice-chairman of Pan-Hellenic, was itself. provide transportation to all 
health standards call for a more also at the meeting. She did not Probably one of Adamick's more statewide "away" basketball games 
conventional, and therefore more m a k e any c 0 mm en t 0 n successful promises was the one and a weekend train trip to an 
1 expensive, structure to house the Pan-HeUernc•s_ plans other than to calling for the expansion of cultural "away" game is in the works. 
·center. give the schedule of events. programs and entertainment In addition, a committee has 
The center cannot be housed in IFC rush begins with registration subsidies. He plans to direct SG been organized to regulate changes 
an existing building because "not Sept. 25-29, followed by an funds toward assisting the Vi11age in text book requiremen~. This 
one inch of space is available." informal reception in the VC Center's cultural and general group is intended to avoid quarterly 
Adamick plans to approach the Assembly room Oct. 2 at 7 P.M. entertainment programming and changes of textbooks or possible 
Student Service and Activity Fee Pan-Hellenic c rush begins Sept. 28 has already drastically expanded excessive numbers of textbooks 
Committee this fall to obtain with a pre-rush reception in the the SG subsidy program. being required for a course. 
rnfficient funds to begin Board of Regents room at 7:30 This program, originally Although it seems as if all 
development of the center next followed by reJ?istration Oct. 2-6. developed by Adamick, includes Adamick's promises are still in the 
year. He also expressed hopes of G T E I planning stage, it must be 
developing a student-run grocery r 0 u p s 0 x p 0 re remembered he has only had the 
store on campus to sell goods on a . summer months in which to work. 
small or no-profit basis. This • 1 · Still, he has made major advances in ~~~~~~ = ~~u:i!~::~"c~~r.r o( p 0 t e n t I a F 0 r L iv i n g !~~ha~~~··~~~ ~~te~:in~~~ 
without funding. Adamick hopes to subsidy program, the development 
The Developmental Center, groups. of a student rathskeller (hopefully 
PROFESSIONAL BARTENDING SCHOOL located in Dorm C, Suite 116, is According to AJyin Toffler's to be ready by Christmas), and has now accepting applications for its forecast of future trends, transience achieved a compromise with the 
personal growth groups. These of personal relationships will administration in the area of legal 
groups are for students who do not become an increasing problem for aid. And the more significant part 
have numerous "hang-ups" but most citizens. As persons move of his term still lies ahead. 
1224 E. Colonial Drive 
NEEDED: Men and Women (21 and over) 
To Prepare For Positions As: 
* Bartenders *Barmaids * Cocktail Waitresses 
Free Placement Service 
Earn up to $250 per week after brief training 
want to explore more of their from area to area with greater .-------------.. 
potentiaJ for living. frequency, their ability to form 
Personal growth will be close persona] relationships quickly 
approached through exploring and will become more crucial 
experiencing verbal and non-verbal Personal growth groups are one 
communication, sensory awareness way to prepare for this topsy-turvy 
and relaxation. Many of these 
activities have been developed in aspect of the future. Participants 
For Appointment Call 843-4632 or 644-5652. will experiment directly with P======:'!====================~~e::n:c~o:u:,:n~t:,er:,:,~s:e~ns:i~t~iv:_::ity~,:an::,d:,:r~o:le:_-P!:l::a~y-•important aspects of building rapid Campus 
~Glances 
QUIET PLU -- Plymouth s Sebring Plus two-door hardtop offers a fresh, 
ophi ticated styling theme for 1973 and the quiete t ride ever for this 
in rmediate-sized car. Standard: electronic ignition system and disc brakes. 
ption include halo-type vinyl roof and factory-installed sliding roof. This 
new 1973 mod Ii now available at SilvIPSO r MOTORS at 1020 . Orange 
enue in Orlando. 
relationships through here and now 
attention to their manner of 
relating to each other. 
FTU FILM 
Through experimentation with 
important aspects of relationship 
building such as feedback, 
self-revealment, listening, support 
and constructive confrontation, Dr. Harry Smith of the theatre 
students may increase their skill and department has been asked to 
confidence in relating to others. produce a film about FTU for the 
Students interested in university administration. He has 
participating in the growth groups begun preliminary shooting of film 
may contact the DevelopmentaJ foot~ge but has not yet formulated 
Center to sign up for the program. a scnpt. 
Sacretly, it's a sports car. 
loolt1 innocent, doesn't it? But the BMW 2002 1s a g~ti>thuncf.r 
sporting machine. Teat drive itl Man, have we got a car for youl 
BMW2002 
Bavari n MotDrWorl(s 
M11nich, Cttyof the Olympics. 
LOUIS VOLKSWAGEN 
6363 E. COLONIAL {Just E. of 436 '2n-1220 
For the cooler days this fall, Debbie has the right idea····a two-
piece skirt and sweater set by Bobbie Brooks from LEEDY'S in 
Downtown Winter Park. Her black belted sweater covers a wine 
colored plaid skirt for an "attractive·· and warm ·· layered look in 
100 per cent acrylic. 
Ellen sports another example of the layered look with this outfit 
from CAPTAIN THREADS in Altamonte Plaza. Her 40-incb cut 
cord super bell bottom slacks are topped by a band-screened~ dragon 
printed skinny knit blouse and a sleeveless polyester shrink vest. 
The vest can be worn over a shirt as Ellen is doing or it can be worn 
alone. A hand tooled rose bud belt adds a finishing touch to this 
striking outfit. 
Susan meets herself coming and going, modeling the long 
and short in fashion as found at BRENNER'S in Downtown 
Orlando. The hot pants outfit with laced sides, from 
California, is $32 and the long polyester gown is just $39. 
Both may be found at BRENNER'S, 208 N. Orange Ave. 
open Mondays and Fridays until 9 p.m. BankAmericard 
and Mastercharge accepted. 
WELCOME B 
' ' .. 
Black and white in fashion with a red accent trom PRO 
Her Dolman sleeved top covers a red dickey to give the 
straight-legged pants of polyester knit and wool blend 
BRITCHES SOUTH in Winter Park is the place to find 
these sharp outfits modeled by Harry and Bobbi. Harry 
is wearing a black and white print acrylic knit Nie-Nie 
look shirt by Moss with black corduroy full leg slacks. 
Bobbi's Bread and Butter 40-inch super bells are topped 
by a brown IFT Bubble Shirt. Belts are by Hickock. 
CK. • 
cphotog1tap~y by JON .FINDELL 
PRO TOR SHOPS in Winter Park is modeled by Vivian. 
~ th pular layered look. Black and white check wide 
lend ompl te Vivian s ensemble. 
Vickie greets returning students in the library lobby wearing a 
sleek black polyester crepe gown from PROCTOR SHOPS in 
Winter Park. Her basic black dress has a bare back with a halter 
neckline that ties in the back. White pearl ropes accent the simple 
beauty of basic black. · 
~ 
Alice's beauty is complemented by this lovely coral colored cotton 
knit backless evening gown from JA-MA BOUTIQUE on West Colonial: 
Drive. This gown is one of many offerings fashioned at JA-MA, 
which specializes in fitting evening and wedding gowns to each 
individual buyer. 
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Lake Claire Area 
Ready For Picnic 
By Mark Weintz 
Lake Claire, a small aquatic 
resort adjacent to FrU, has been 
revived and serenely awaits 
frolicking students and Sunday's 
Student Government picnic. 
The lake has been closed all 
summer so a large hole offshore, 
made when FTU was being 
constructed, could be filled. At the 
same time, tons of glittering white 
sand were added to the beach and 
swimming area 
Student Government President 
Steve Adamick said he felt the hole 
constituted a safety hazard so he 
instituted proceedings at the 
University's Physical Plant to fill 
the hole. 
Now that work is finished. Only 
a pile of dirt and the tread marks of 
heavy machinery remain to tell of 
the construction work. Soon they 
wiU disappear. 
conjunction with this beach hous , 
3 000 feet of sewer pipe must b 
installed. Adamick said bidding for 
the construction will be in Octob r 
with the actual work slated to b gin 
the first week in November. 
A university Lake Claire 
Committee, has been formed, as 
Adamick put it, 'to hash out 
problems we're having at the lake 
and make re ommendations about 
safety rules and regulations and 
decide what the future 
development of the area will be." 
The committee will meet once a 
month or more, depending on the 
need. 
The construction work is funded 
by a portion of the student service 
and activity fees all students pay. If 
you have not seen Lake Claire, 
check it out., it is your lake. 
Examination· May Allow. 
Some Class Exemptions 
At the lake a dozen barbecue pits 
wait for buring charcoal and 
sizzling hot dogs and hamburgers. A 
large clearing behind the beach 
waits for floating frisbees and flying 
footballs. Pine trees surround the 
lake and dot the recreational area 
and a magnolia tree sheds its 
blossoms on the beach. 
This Sunday, Sept. 24, from one 
p.m. to six p.m., Student 
Government is sponsoring another 
picnic at Lake Claire, last spring's 
picnic attracted 3500 persons, 
according to Adamick. The picnic is 
free, and munchies ( a picnic meal) 
are only a quarter. There will be 
three bands to provide continuous 
entertainment. 
You may not be aware of it, but 
the College Level Examination 
Program (CLEP) may allow FTU 
students to exempt certain classes 
and receive credit for them. 
The program was designed to 
expedite the t>ducational process 
for persons who have been out of 
school and gained knowledge 
through experience or some manner 
of unaccredited study. However, 
any freshman or sophomore may 
take the exam. Credit is only given 
for general education courses. 
CLEP has been in use for five 
years and very few FTU students 
have participated in it. George 
Conger, 26, an FTU graduate, was 
one of the few to take t~e test. 
Conger, who i~ now a bank auditor, 
said he felt the test was a good 
measure crf ability, but he would 
not recommend it for freshmen. 
Conger said, "If you are fresh 
out of high school, I don't think 
you're ready for junior level work. 
To me, going to class is just a very 
little portion of going to college. 
It's learning how to get along with 
each other, adapting tt> being an 
adult and being responsible for 
your own action." He said only if 
the student has had this type of 
exposure does the test have an 
advantage for him. Conger said he 
felt four years is the minimum 
amount of time it takes to get an 
education and to sacrifice any of 
that time may mean sacrificing 
experience vital to growing up. 
In describing the test, Conger 
said, "It was a good, strong test and 
covered all points well. It was very 
straightforward." 
Conger took the test while he 
was in the Air Force. It was given 
to him for an hour a day for five 
days. 
FTU students may take the test 
at Valencia or Seminole Junior 
College. The test is offered 
monthly. A score of 550 is required 
for FTU students to gain credit. 
Ralph Boston, director of 
admissions, said, "A score of 550 is 
close to the 70th percentile." 
Boston said there is no standard 
policy concerning CLEP, and each 
university and junior college has its 
own standards. He said this may 
cause a problem in regard to tranfer 
students. Boston explained a 
student may receive credit through 
CLEP at a junior co11ege, transfer to 
FTU with an A.A degree, and then 
find out his test scores do not meet 
FTU's requirement. In such a case 
the student would have to take the 
course or retake the test. 
To eliminate this discrepancy, 
Boston said a task force has been 
formed to study CLEP in order to 
achieve a standard policy between 
schools. The task force was formed 
by the Articulation Coordinating 
Committee. 
Adamick asked that students and 
guests park behind the library and 
walk to the lake so the bands and 
food trucks will be able to move in 
and out easily. The path to the lake 
is located off the bumpy part of the 
access road that leads to the 
makeshift parking lot behind the 
library. As you walk down the 
access road from the parking Jot, 
the road curves to the left. Instead 
of turning, go straight and you 
should be on your way to Lake 
Claire and a good time. 
Students are always welcome at 
Lake Claire and may rent canoes 
. - . . -. whenever the Physical Education 
Boston. ~id. a dec1s1on is Building is open. Swimming will be 
expected w1thm six months. allowed only when a life guard is on 
Th ere h as b. e en so m e duty. 
... REFLECTED IN YOUR DIAMOND 
Let our modern instruments show 
you the very heart of the diamond 
you select. Details of clarity, which 
affect value, are clearly demon-
strated in our special gem micro· 
scope. Our membership in the 
American Gem Society is further 
proof of professional knowledge 
that is a safeguard to you when 
purchasing fine diamonds. 
.....-=--.. 
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY (~) 
~ 
Swalstead 
Jewelers 
CNA Building 
25 5 S. Orange Ave. 
Lorca Play ·on Theatre Agenda 
controversy concern.mg CLEP at A beach house is to be built at 
the University of So~th Florida Lake Claire after the weather cools 
(USF). In the July 13 15sue ?f the off and swimming begins to taper 
USF newspaper, The Oracle, ~twas off, according to Adamick. 
state~ that faculty mem~~rs m the Adamick said he hoped the Lake 
Enghs? and humamties area Claire facilities would not have to 
complamed the tests are. too easy be closed for the month it will take 
an?. ?o not accurately Judge the to construct the beach house. This 
abilities of t~ose tested. . . new facility will contain restrooms, 
Free In-Building Parking 
BANK AMERJCARD 
& Francisco Garcia Lorca's "The 
House of Bernarda Alba" will be 
the theatre department's first 
production of the 1972-73 season, 
and it will be unique among plays 
presented at FrU thus far in that 
there will be no men in the cast. 
play comes swiftly and suddenly as 
Bernarda's house comes crashing 
down about her. The tragedy of the 
play, Mays said, is that Bernarda is 
unable to see the disastrous effects 
of her domineering attitude. 
~onger ~d he. felt the questions showers and drinking fountains. In 
got mcreasmgly difficult as the test iilimliiiiiiliiiiiililliiiillllliiiiiiiiiiii 
MASTER CHARGE 
WELCOME 
Dr. David D. Mays will direct the 
play which is scheduled to run 
November 16 17 and 18. Tryouts 
for the 10 large parts and 2 smaller 
roles were held this week, with the 
cast to be announced soon. 
"Bernarda Alba is considered 
to be the 20th century play which 
comes closest to being a tragedy in 
the clas.sic tradition Mays sa1d. The 
production centers upon a 
domineering Spanish mother who 
force her strict rules upon her five 
daughters. and their response to 
their mothers domination. 
1 fays said that although there 
are no male role in the play, there 
Lorca's play will be succeeded in 
winter quarter Luigi Pirandello's 
"Right You Are If You Think You 
Are," to be directed by Dr. Harry 
Smith. Smith said the play deals 
with the nature of truth as each of 
the actors gives his version of the 
same story. 
Scheduled tentatively for spring 
production is Richard Sheridan's 
:.The Rivals." This play, an English 
period comedy, features as one of 
its main characters Mrs. Malapr~ 
from whom originated the wo d 
·'malapropism. 
Production dates for the winter 
md pring plays have not yet been 
:lecided. 
progressed. He said in the math test 
there were questions at the end he 
could not begin to answer. Conger 
passed advanced co11ege algebra 
with a "B" prior to the CLEP test. 
Daniel Rutenburg, chairman of 
the humanities program at USF, 
stated, "A USF student scoring at 
the level of exemption, the 50th 
percentile, can answer as few as 26 
of the 100 multiple choice 
questions correctly." 
Sam Boone, assistant registrar, 
recommended students interested 
in taking CLEP should check with 
their advisor before taking the test. 
He said the test has no effect on the 
student's grade point average and 
only credit hours are granted for 
the exempted course. 
is a gred de~ of ma~ ~fluenc~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Yen, in fact. are the moti ·ating 
force of the action of the pla .. 
Lorca is attempting to portray a 
erile, confining 'tuation in 
"Bernarda Alba,'' .1. lays said, added 
that a director he hope to achieve 
h tarkness of the play through 
ene design, which wiil be done by 
Dr. Harry Smith. and through 
blocking or physical arranging of 
the characters. 
lays explained that the action 
in the play builds to an intense 
Ruth-L 
p 
n Cu tom ' dlepoint 
Bo: 1 _Q_ Deltona 
Fl.. _ 76., 
climax from which the end of the'-'-~~~.,,.._~~~~~~.,,.._~N~,..,,.~~'-"'~~~,,,._'"""',..,,._. 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS 
A Unique Boutique For Men & Women 
140 W. Fairbanks 
Winter Park 
Candles for a11 occasions f ea tu ring 
.. Coquina Sandcast Candles" 
Candle-making supplies 
fany gift items 
Beautiful selection of assorted candles. 
180 Park Ave. 
\ inter Park 
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Registration Woes 
(Photos by Ike Spinas) 
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exhibits 
18 - Oct 13 Dorothy Kannon 
prints, drawings, 
photographs 
Oct. 16 - Nov. 10 Frank Lamb 
Photographs, 
ings, Models 
22' 23' 
27, 29, 30 Shaft 
4' 6' 7 
11, 13, 14 
18, 20, 21 ' Zachariah 
22, 23, 24, 
1, 3, 4, 
8, 10, 11 
Orwell: Animal 
Farm/1984 Double 
Feature 
Film Festival of 
Thirties 
Brewster Mccloud 
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Environmentalists Study Water, Slides 
FTU Hosts Ecology Youth Group 
FTU hosted the Florida Youth the quality in some lake received two letters from a couple 
Environmental Conference, the first .environments is needed in Florida,. of Florida Garden Clubs asking 
of its kind in the Unit~d States, as well as planning of all land use about starting such conferences 
August 21-24. and the use of non-persistent, or elsewhere." 
Sponsored by the National short life-time, pesticides. 
Council of State Garden Clubs and Above all, the delegates felt that 
the Shell Oil Co., in cooperation more environmental education was 
with the Florida Federation of needed at the high school and 
Garden Clubs, · the four-day undergraduate level, according to 
conference was attended by 102 Dr. Martin Wanielista, assistant 
delegates from various intermediate professor of civil engineering and 
and high school garden clubs director of FTU's Environmental 
throughout Florida. Participants Educational Systems Engineering 
attended seminars and lectures on Institute. 
water management, land use, Wan i el is ta deemed the 
pesticide control, ecological conference as a success. "I have 
education, endangered natural receive five letters from high school 
r e s o u r c e s a n d o t h e r students, which is a significant 
environmentally oriented issues. number when you realize that 
All the delegates pledged to students very seldom write," he 
initiate local projects such as said. "The students tolcl me that 
clean-up campaigns and recycling they were pleased with the 
drives and other ecological conference and learned a great deal 
improvement programs. The and are already planning some 
delegates felt that improvement in ecological programs. I have also 
Three FTU students attended 
the conference and acted as aids. 
Jim Boyter from the College of 
Engineering; Ted Penland, College 
of Engineering, and Connie 
Ohlman, College of Natural 
Sciences, helped on the campus 
field experiences, including tours of 
the pollution control and water 
treatment plant on campus which · 
won high praise from the delegates. 
The main purpose of the -
conference was to acquaint 
students with the problems and to 
provide suggested solutions. 
At the end of the conference the 
de legation agreed that all 
environmental problems are 
directly or indirectly caused by 
people. 
SOR Okays Graduate Program 
By Mary Anna Jackson 
Approval of a graduate degree 
program in biological sciences for 
FTU and the tabling of the 
controversial campus publications 
issue highlighted actions taken by 
the Florida Board of Regents at its 
September 15 meeting at FTU. 
During a three-hour session held 
in the Village Center's Multi 
Purpose Room the Regents heard 
and voted upon recommendations 
by committees for its program and 
comm uni cations, personnel, 
facilities and finance, as well as 
general matters such as the 
publications issue. 
The last hour of the meeting was 
devoted to the publications issue, 
with Regents hearing from each 
university president and then 
deciding to retain the status quo 
and not to authorize formation of 
publications boards for each 
univemity. 
FTU received Regent appro a1 
for another request other than the 
biological science graduate 
program. The Board rul d th t U 
may appoint a managerial board to 
act in ecurity matters involving 
classified information, particularly 
with r gard to the R erve Officer 
Training Corps program beginning 
this quarter. 
At the beginning of the meeting 
th R gent were shown a slide 
pre ntation narrated by Vice 
Pr ident for Academic Affairs C. 
B. ambrell on th FTU r ident 
center program. Gambrell outlined 
the offering a each of the ix 
re ·den centers in Brevard County 
Daytona Beach, Patrick Air Force 
Base, southwest Orlando, Cape 
Canaveral and West Palm Beach. 
Following the slide presentation, 
Regents chairman J. J. Daniel called 
for committee reports and voting 
on each unit's recommendations by 
the general board. 
Among items approved by the 
Regents was an amendment to the 
articulation agreement between 
state universities and community 
colleges that would allow 
standardization of the 
transferability of credits obtained 
from College Level Examination 
Program tests. 
The Board also approved a 
policy which would require prior 
authorization for planning new 
degree programs at any of the state 
universities. Prior authorization 
would eliminate unnecessary 
duplication of degree programs, 
according to the program and 
communications committee report. 
In requests involving other 
n i er s ities, Florida State 
University was permitted to 
contract to operate a bus 
transportation system on campus to 
shuttle students and faculty 
between buildings and parking lots. 
U of F was given approval to issue 
revenue certificates o finance 
construction of a multi-level 
parking facili y on campus and to 
operate Reid Hall as a cooperative 
dormitory. 
Thi last approval came as the 
result of an experiment conducted 
over the summer at U of F during 
which students performed as The decismn to table the request --Approved distribution of 
residence assistants, clerical, came after several questions by $721,013 in the Racing Scholarship 
custodial and maintenance Board members as to · proper Trust Fund. 
personnel. Due to the resultant designation ·Of authority to make --Approved requests for tenure 
reduction of costs and maintenance the decision to raze the building. of professors from FSU, U of F, 
of high standards, U of F was The Regents also approved the and University of South Florida. 
permitted to continue the $227.21 million 1973-74 legislative __ App r 0 v e d parking 
operation and to reduce rent bu?get. request for the State authorization requests from Florida 
charges by almost half. Umvers1ty System and the 1973-78 International and Florida Atlantic 
In FSU housing action, the six-year financial plan, as Universities. 
Board of Regents approved a recommended by the finance -·Adopted a resolution to honor 
moratorium concerning the issuance committee. 
of revenue certificates to finance Chancellor Robert Mautz Tim McKee of the University of 
Florida for winning a silver medal 
construction of high-rise dormitory presented an outline of the budget during the summer Olympics. 
and renovation and expansion of and detailed projections and 
Smith Hall. rationale for fiscal requests. He 
The Regents approved a "quality noted that the present budget 
of space program" for university request was a 16.3 per cent 
buildings, by which each university increase over last year's and was in 
would be able to evaluate its use of keeping with the usual annual 
space for construction and by increases, which range from 14 to 
which each area would be weighted 18 per cent. 
according to its potential usage. I n m a k r n g e n r o 11 m e n t 
This plan would help in assessment projections for the state 
of co~struction needs, the facilities universities, Mautz explained that 
comm1ttee report stated thus far BOR estimations have been 
In a related area, the Board statistically accurate, with a 
tabled a recommendation to deviation of one per cent. He added 
approve a policy delegating that projections have been accurate 
authority to the BOR facilities for the system as a whole, but 
committee to approve demolition "have missed somewhat on 
of minor structures on university individual universities." 
campuses. The Board approved a request 
Under the proposed plan the for authority to employ the Frank 
facilities committee could or~e~ the c. Brown Co. to study workmg 
removal .of condemned buildings compensation under the faculty 
those rn the path of new and administrative professional pay 
construction and buildings of less plans of the BOR. This will be the 
than 5 0 0 0 square feet first time since the establishment of 
re~om~ended .for razing by the the play plans that a compensation 
uruvel"Slty president and approved study will be undertaken. 
by the chancellor of the BOR. In other action the Regents: 
--Stated its intention to similarly 
honor Frank Shorter, Olympic 
marathon winner from U of F. 
--Adopted a resolution to 
commend a University of Florida 
t~am of engineers whose pollution 
free automibile placed first in 
national competition and second in 
international competition at the 
General Motors Proving Ground 
over the summer. 
--Heard reports from each 
university president concerning 
progress at each of their 
institutions. 
A light moment came during the 
meeting when Dr. Allan J. Norden 
of U of F was honored by 
presentation of a plaque from area 
peanut growers for his work in 
developing a more productive 
peanut strain. His wife was also 
honored by the gift of a silver 
peanut pendant. Norden and the 
growers then passed out samples of 
the improved peanuts. 
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1. Registration · unexpected difficulty. One of the per cent of the student body p k • All persons who receiv traffi Gainesville computers billed pre-registering. Last Spring this Or lft9 tickets on campus ruI be exp ted 
(Continued from Page 1) undergraduates as graduates, a $50 figure rose to 80 per cent. to have them handled through the difference. No official in .___<c_on_t_in_u_e_d_f_r_o_m_Pa_g_e_lJ_-'I! Magistrate's Court District 1, 
clianges also took place, .. during registration would comment on Whe~ ask~d whether or not the· director of University Planning. He Orange County. until 11:59 p.m.. 
which they could not register exactly how many fouJ.ups there fact registration proceeded so badly added the lot is to be completed by E..S.T., January 1, 1973, and 
students. were, but Lola Gatch, secretary for this fall pointed toward the possible Christmas. thereafter by the County Court of 
Vice President C. B. Gambrel! Knight, said "there sure were a Jot reinstatement of pre-registration, Clayton said, ''The DOT was Orange County as stated in the 
said the problems with the center of them." She added that no final Gambrell said he is appointing a spending too much money on very Traffic Regulations, FrU. 1972-3, 
w,ere due to the fact that the figures or even estimates would be committee to study the situation high grade parking facilities which section G, number 3. 
majority of registration was being available until . all fees are paid. and said he would consider their were not needed for just parking, 
handled by a new administrative Tuition is due today. According to findings carefully. and now the school will be able to 
computer at the University of a Registrar's Office spokesman, He said the cancellation of stretch out more parking spaces 
Florida, and that programming "Any undergraduates who were pre-registration has not yet really with a lesser grade. 
changes of a lack of familiarity billed incorrectly may correct this been implemented and that its "The money received from the 
among the new personnel working error at the Registrar's Office," said absence this fall was required sale of decals can only be used for 
the computer probably led to the the spokesman. because of the switch from a developing andjor maintaining 
sporadic failures in the This registration, otherwise just research to administrative computer campus roads, parking areas, and 
communications link with a repeat of previous computer at the University of Florida. directly related curbs, gutters and 
Gainesville. blunders, was also uni01 ·· because it Gambrell said that to warrant drainage," he added 
The fault of the shutdowns was the first one sin 1.he Chuncil reinstatement of pre-registration, The cost of decal registration is: 
however lay with the nature of the of Deans canceller' pre-registration the committee must show 
machines and equipment used this summer at ~ June 7 meeting. pre-registration is valuable, because Classification 
rather than the personnel who Vice Presir e nt of Academic the process is both expensive and 
manned them. Knight said that Administration Leland Jackson had time-consuming. 
Annual Basis 
"any system would have been then cited the reasons for the SG President Steve Adamick said 
better than the one we used." cancellation as basically being that although he went through 
Registrar Chapman's only comment academic ones, with the simple registration quickly, he concluded 
was that there were a lot of duplication of time and effort this was because he is a senior 
machine failures. running a close second. The first and had an early appointment time. 
Students playing computer advance registration took place in "Lots of students were rescheduled 
_ro_u_l_~_t_e_e_n_c_o_u_n_~_r_~_y_e_t_an_o_t_h_~_t_h_e_1_9_7_1_S_p_n_·n_g_q_~_rt_e_r_w_tt_h_6_0~ a ill~~~ a~~ 
FuTUre 
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mJl?i1nnu111u11111111111111111111111111mun11111111111111 
Lost male Siamese cat, vicinity 
dorms. Name "Neal Armstrong:' 
671-4499. 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllQl!mlltmlllRIUllllll 
• services 
•1111111111nn1n11111111111111111111111111111111111111u111111111 
I would like to care for two or 
three children in my home at Park 
Manor Estates near FTU. Call 
277-3936. 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Classl•fI•edS computer broke down, thus missing another day of work, perhaps," 
HIDlllHlllllllllJllllllllllllllllllllllllJI lllllllfti dft Adamick said. Ad~ic~ added that 1 1 manna he hopes pre-registration will be TOr sa e reinstated as soon as possible. 
llllllllllHDllllHlllllllllllllllllllDDRllHIRnlllllllllllllJll S G Yi c e President Lee 
Tires - 2 wide ovals, F-70/14 Constantme was among those 
Goodyear polyglas raised white forced to come a different day and 
letter. Less than 3,500 miles use. he commented that regist~tion 
$24 each. Call 831-8267 "was the biggest mess I've ever 
Bundy flute-fine shape $100. seen!> 
Schwinn bike girl's one-speed, front 
and back lights, two baskets, 
practically new $50. Phone 
671-4499. 
Voice of Music Deluxe FM with 
changer compact system. $289.50. 
8-track FREE! Emerson F/M stereo 
with record changer $149.50. 
ACTION MUSIC 1039 N. Orange, 
Orin. 423-3810 after 2 p.m. · 
'69 Mercury Montego, excellent 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllUIDf cond., auto. transmission, power 
Tickets (2) - Gator-FSU game on steering, disc brakes, factory air, 
October 7. Call 831-8267. AM/FM stereo radio, original 
owner. Call 275-1163. 
. vvanted 
Car Pool from Melbourne to FTU 
daily for classes from 12 to 16:50. 
Call Larry 723-3869. 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllDllllllllllRlllllllllllllllllllllllll 
for rent 
Bay Gelding, 3/4 quarte!:r_ 16I/2 hands. 
English or Western. l.:ientle. Only 
$275_ Call 671-37fi 1 after 5 pm. · 
OVIEDO-NEW HOMES. Ready to 
move in. Beautiful 4 bdrm., 2 baths 
with all the modern accessories. 
Only $28,500. RYLAND 
REALTY, Realtor 3fl5-3716. 
1. Individually designated space: 
president, vice presidents, and 
deans. $60 
2. Faculty, adm. and prof. staff20 
3. Staff and other members 12 
4. Concessionaire employees 12 
5. Students- full or part-time 10 
6. Motorcycles (faculty) 10 
7. Motorcycles (student) 8 
8. Bicycles decal free of charge 
All decals expired on August 31 
and there will be no refunds for 
unexpired decals. Price of decals for 
each following quarter will be 25 
per cent less than the above 
amount. 
For moving violations students 
will have to take care of their 
tickets off-campus. 
'/ c ·,;/ 
Loons 
(Continued from Pa1e I) 
Florida as the lender, which has 
provided $7 million to advance to 
students attending state colleges 
and univer5ities. It may be obtained 
through any local bank and 
provides up to $500 per quarter. 
The assistan·ce gnnt is available to 
promising students which show 
great financial need Both programs 
have gone into effect this year, and 
should help many more students 
next fall. 
Going into effect next fall is a 
new p·rogram., the Basic 
Opportunity Grant (BOG), in 
which each student i5 entitled to 
·funds, but to obtain them must 
prove hts·: financial need through 
application for the gxant. 
Bald~i) suggested students who 
are interested tn fiJ.lan.cial aid make 
applications'. dunng Winter quarter 
for funds ·~~~"t fall. He concluded, 
"We are very short ·of funds at this 
time, and ·~lll l can suggest to those 
who need: aid now is to try the 
federally . insured bank loan or the 
emergency 'short term loan." 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
New, 2-bedroom duplexes, 4 miles 
north of FTU in Oviedo, $150 mo 
includes carpets, central heat & air, 
appliances & drapes. RIDGEWOOD 
VILLAGE 365-3721. 
4 AP Mags ( 14" x 7") fits Ford 
plus 2 Scat-hac and 2 poly-glass 
G-70x14" tires. $195 for all or will 
Recent graduate is offering a room sell separately . Call 831-1690 
for rent in house in Azalea Park. 
Air/Carpet/Kitchen $75 mo. '72 Yamaha - 175 Enduro, 41/2 mo. 
273-3682 after 9 Fri., anytime on old, 2,000 miles., $100 in extras, GYPSI S 
weekends. $625. 645-3006 after 5 p.m. 
HELP WANTED ! 
male and female 
Earn money 
in your spare time. 
Work your own hours. 
FuTUre advertising 
salesmen earn 10% 
commission placing ads. 
Orlando and Nor h Brevard 
areas need coverage. 
inquire at th 
SH .S 
50% OFF 
(WITH YOUR STUDENT 10) 
Natural, easy-care 
Dynel wigs! ! ! 
Regular 2680-2980 
TRANS-WORLD 
··-- .. ~. 
HAIRGOODS 
I PORTERS 
ALL 
September 22, 1m FuTUre Pagell 
VC Pro9ra111 Head 
Aslcs· lnvolve111ent 
A former graduate adVisor from programs. She included the lea.ming and values from these 
Michigan State University is now development of smaller programs expectations cannot be placed on 
program director for the Village for learning - getting students with them.' She said that the pfacing of 
Center. knowledge together with students · a value system that is a carry-over 
Lucia Turnbull, who received who want to learn, and ga •e bridge, from four-year institutions where 
her B.A degree in Engush at leathercraft and needlepoint as the maiority of students live on 
Rollins College before earning her examples of this program. campus is unfair to tho e attending 
Master's in college student Miss Turnbull said there are a a commuter college. 
personnel at MSU, is succeeding number of factors to be taken into One problem that seems to 
Wanda Russell who left FTU during consideration at a commuter occur at FTU is student apathy. 
summer quarter to accept the college - asses.sment of the student While she did not dismiss apathy as 
associate dean of students post at body in terms of age, diversity and nonexistent, she explained what 
Rollins. relationship with the community. may appear to be apathy may be 
The directorship was one of "I have no answers. Junior student 'non-participation' for a 
several positions for which Miss colleges and commuter colleges in mu 1 tit u de· of factors 
Turnbull interviewed. Citing some respects are still a new transportation, work, relevancy. 
~~~::::'.'.'.'.~ student involvement as the best phenomenon. This is one of the The shortened calendar 
 way for learning, she explained she new problems, and expectations• published by the VC this quarter 
- is interested in a variety of from other institutions of higher was not printed in two parts for her 
LUCIA TURNBULL, new VC program director, has been at work 
since September 1. Coming to FTU from Michigan, she is waiting until 
she knows students to begin concrete planning. However, she has come 
with new ideas for events which will involve students in many activities. 
(Photo by Ike Spinos) 
Sawyer Named 
National Judge 
Lynn B. Sawyer of the FTU high school are selected for awards 
English department has been on the basis of an autobiography, 
appointed as regional judge in the an impromptu theme and a sample 
National Council of Teachers of of their writing. The regional 
English Achievement Awards committees are composed of high 
Program for 1972. school and college English teachers 
This nationally recognized working under the direction of 
competition, now in its 15th year, state coordinators. 
cites high school seniors for The National Council of 
excellence in EngJish and Teachers of English is a professional 
recommends them to colleges and organization of individual and 
universities for admission and institutional members at all levels 
financial aid. of instruction. 
Students nominated by their 
R d • C ~ p I . d benefit, Miss Turnbull said. She did ea 1ng ourse anne say students had noticed that the 
calendar was shorter, and had been 
The Reading Lab in room 108, reading spee~ ·by utilizing the Craig calling the registrar to see if the 
Dorm C, will conduct a six-week Adult Reading Machine Program, quarter had been shortened. The 
program, "The Art of Rapid learn to study-read textbooks calendar currently being distributed 
Reading:' designed to increase effectively and develop useful skills is cream colored and shows 
reading speed and comprehension. of skimming and scanning. activities for September and 
The course, open to all students, Students may start the course at October. The rest of the quarter's 
free of charge, will begin next their own levels and progress at activities will be printed on a 
week. Students enrolled in the their own rates. They will also calendar illustrating November and 
course will be able to increase their choose the three hours a week December. The two-part calendar is 
p h-i De It a·P; To M e e t nece~ for the course according being usea so dates later in the 
The FTU chapter of the Student to th err ow~ class sche_dules. . quarter may be revised to make a 
N t . 1 E d t . Anyone mterested m the readmg more accurate calendar a ~ 0 . n a . u c a 1 ? n course may contact the Reading . . : 
Assoc1at1on-Flor1da Education . "My 1ob" said 'Miss Turnbull 
As . t• (SNEA FEA) ill h Id Lab now to re.serve his hours. u· k. ' "th th t d ts to' soc1a ton · w o • .. is wor mg w1 e s u en 
its first meeting 11 a.m. today in WR A Pe flt 10 n s Due find what they want and to set it 
CB 115. The chapter has recently Seven board member positions up. I'm interested in the student 
adopted the name Phi Delta Pi. with the Women's Residence leadership kind of thing, such as the 
Phi Delta Pi is a service Association are open for election, small-group focus, getting academic 
organi:?Jation for all education Lynda Lotz assistant for Student information in a non-academic 
majors and future teachers and is Development has announced. way." 
designed to help FTU and the Petitions are available in AD 264 
education departments. and 280 and from resident 
The executive board of Phi advisor8. At least 15 signatures are 
Delta Pi consists of Bob Hartlep, needed for the petitions, but 
chairman, and Pat Hightower, residents may sign more than one 
Brenda . Bloodsworth, Sally petition: 
Weatherby and David Moss. Deadline to return petitions is 
Sponsors of Phi Delta Pi are Drs. noon Thursday, They may be 
Basil Hoover, David Gurney and returned to AD 264 and 280. 
Charles Dziuban. The group now Campaigning will be next Friday 
has 80 members and is conducting a through October 4 and elections 
membership drive. will be 4: 30 p.m. October 4 in the 
cafeteria. 
Is she scared? "Yes. Anyone 
coming into a new situation gets 
somewhat nervous. It's a proving 
ground · if not for others, then for 
yourself. "She is excited about the 
new VC facilities and the 
already-planned activities. "I've 
been working here since September 
1, and I've talked to several 
students ... the majority of this 
year may be learning the ropes -
what's been done before.'' 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST 
Meets every Tuesday 11-12 in Engr. Bldg. room 360 
above Engr. AtJditorium. All interested are invited. 
JOE HAIBACH -- Sponsor ext. 2393. 
~~5Eril~~~~~~~ 
GETTING TOGETHER 
WITH YOU 
: SELLING BOOKS SEPT. 25 -
•• 
REDEMPTION PERIOD - OCT. 3-16 
I EXCHANGE OPE - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. vc 21 
u 
~~ .4l 
_......._ 
wftu 
'40..., BOX 2S.6'0 ORLANDO FLOR IDA ,H Z75 2600 
640AM 
Starting _onday -- September 25th!! 
From 6 a.m.-l a.m . 
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Bit Parts Spark 
Sebastian Musical 
FuTUre 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Allen Movie 
IInaginative 
Mind Fantasy 
By Lea Ward By Craig Powell 
"The Music Man," Meridith problems. Yll'St, the singers don't Woody Allen's "E erything You 
Wilson's razz-ma-tazz Broadway hit, seem to have enough training to put Always Wanted To Know About 
is the current attraction at the posh any real expression into their songs. Sex But Were Afraid To Ask" is 
new Sebastian's Dinner Theatre. All the energy seems to go into just I I definitely not a screenplay of the 
The production's best moments getting the words out breathlessly fr- c GI ..... book of the same title but rather a 
are provided by comedy bits played and, all too often, incoherently. • ;, - amp us . ances I ~ trip into the mind of Woody Allen. 
by delightful character actors. The play is written to make the _ Most critics agree that seeing the ~nn~ Foste~ - wtth an ~ost son~ fue h~h point ~fue ~ol ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-movie will not give one 
believable Irish brogue, and Diane The high points tum into minor "CHARLIE" TRYOUTS MILLICAN ON TV chromosome damage but they do 
Gibbons as Eulalie are real jewels. chasms. There's a feeling of vacancy warn that flashbacks may occur up 
Eulalie's mayor husband, played by after nearly every song where there Tryouts for the Village President Charles N. Milli~an was to five years later. In any case, the 
Don Mercer, is consistantly good. should be a definite "up" feeling. Center-sponsored musical, "You're featured as a guest of the Friends of side effects are well worth the trip, 
Another bit part done excellently is A Good Man, Charlie Brown," will the Odando Public Library August for Allen's views on sex are as 
Robert Stella's Tommy. Secondly, the vocals suffer be held today from 4-6 p.m. in the 27 on WFTV's Discussion '72. unique as they are funny, though 
The group numbers are rousing from the accompaniment. When new Village Center Assembly funny is really not a strong enough 
and would be realy great if the occasionally a word or line could be Room. Everyone is invited to try word to describe them. 
lyrics could be understood. The understood, it is drowned out by out for the two female parts (Lucy The film is divided into five or 
dance sequences show real talent the "orchestra." Richard Medkeci, and Patty) and the four male parts STUDENT TEACHING six sections, ranging from What is 
both in inspiration and execution. the trumpeter, particularly sounds (Charlie, Snoopy, Schroder and sodomy? to What happens to a man 
It's too bad the same thing can't be as if be learned bis music in Linus). Persons interested in the All students planning to during orgasm. If you have any idea 
said about the vocals. Professor Harold Hill's band. production and technical aspects of participate in the College of what the Allen imagination is like, 
Dan Verre takes the part of In spite of some weaknesses, the "Charlie Brown" should contact Education senior year student you know his ideas on such as these 
Professor Harold Hill and, for the play does sparkle. The atmosphere Dr. Kenneth Lawson in room 197, teaching, winter quarter, 19731 are not exactly "ordinary." 
most part, brings off the brash, is elegant and the food is good, the Village Center, or attend the must submit their applications prior On the question of sex research, 
fast-talking, charismatic lecherous comedy is fun and the tryouts. to Oct. 1, in GCB 320· Application a mad scientist conducting 
liar. He loses much of his drive choreography is precise. Performances of "Charlie forms are available at this location experiments on sex has one of his 
when it comes to singing. Dreama "The Music Man'' begins with Brown" are scheduled for Oct. 26, and in the guidelines for Junior experiments turn to disaster when a 
Peery as the virtuous librarian, dinn~rat 7: 30 p.m. and the show at 27, 28 an~ Nov. 3 and 4. Year Student Teaching Handbook. 50-foot breast escapes from the 
Marian, is too pretty to be a 8:40 p.m., Tuesday through K A E l laboratory and runs across the 
spinster and too overdressed to be a Saturday. Sunday matinee begins an n On rt . m U a t e S countryside, spreading terror. The 
country girl. She could do with a with dinner at 1 p.m., curtain at . hero, played by Allen, saves the day 
better voice. 2:40 p.m. The new theatre is at p fi c • c • l by herding it into a giant bra where 
The solo vocals suffer from two 4315 North Orange Blossom Trail. er ect osmzc zrc e is later taken ~o an orphana~e to 
feed hungry children. The shenff at Wya. tt To Coordi·nate the scene makes the comment that 
· By Weber Ivy there may still be a danger, since he 
L I P P Artist Dorothy Kannon is in love and all three art forms. had always seen them traveling in 0Ca Oetry rogram. with the circle. Hung on the walls "It is my desire," writes the pairs. Lines such as that are typical 
. t . . of the Village Center Gallery are artist, "to be responsive, of the Allen mind. 
Laurence Wyatt, .FTU assistan poetry and wntmg. . imperfect replicas of the ideal circle expl<;>rative and expressive, seeking art f All ' 
professor of English, will b,e . Leonard Randolph, direct~r of which floats around in the cosmos self . and what to me are the The film shows p s o ens 
coordinator for Orange County s literature programs for the National ·t· f g etry buff to wonders of the world ... " imagination that have until now 
Poetry in the Schools program this Endowment, and national ~ m~t or ~o~~ eom rt been hidden. There is no way to 
fall. The program is sponsored coordinator for the program, w ~ _per ec Y on paper 0 ° From now until October 13• you describe the film that would do it 
J'ointly by the National Endowment pointed out that "self-expression scuMlp~ it m sKtone. t k h can go·. to the VC Gallery and see justice, so it might be a good idea if 
ffi f . . d' d 1 ss an non a es er Dor~thy Kannon realize her hope. th · t k 't n h"mself to for the Arts and the U.S. 0 ice o and creat1V1ty through rea mg an 1 f t . 1 d fill th e viewer a es 1 upo 1 Ed t' writing" are brought out in the a most-pi:r ec circ es.an s e!Il Who knows? You may discover the see and experience it himself. Also, 
uca ion. . th' d . · with deSigns that wnthe and swrrl Perfect Sphere. have a talk with your mother after Orange County IS the ll' special classes. d . fl th al t leap 
county in Florida to present the B • P/ A • a~ spm un 1. ey . mos seeing the movie and ask for 
followin in the footsteps ogze ays gazn nght OU~ of their rou.nd jack.ets. answers to the topics covered. You 
program, . g . Lurkmg shapes. with leermg eyes l'k W d ' b tt Campus Glances of Leon and J:Ii~borough_ c~unties. The Colony Theatre in Winter chase one anotner over an obstacle may I e oo y s answers e er. 
The pro~am is financed 1omtly by Park has promised to "play it again, course of snake coils and snail 
the national sponsors and local Sam" if 400 FTU students agree to shells. Patterns waltz g~cefully in a 
school systems. . see it. ballroom in the round. A ghostly Wy~tt, a published poet, What is "it"? "It" is Humphrey sunburst drifts through space in a 
playwnght and .author, ~as been Bogart and Ingrid Bergman in the sheer sphere of vapor. And then, 
closely assocrnted , with ~he classic, "Casablanca." with a camera, the artist picks out 
development of FTU s creative And what's more, it will only an intimate leafy corner of our 
'Yriting progra~ an~ with Fr~'s cost 50 cents: And in keeping with Earth-sphere' and finds .a natural 
hte~ ,, ma~azme, .The Fl?nda this touch of nostalgia, it will be golden mimic of the perfect circle, ~ev1e~, which was fll'St publIShed shown as a "Saturday Matinee." the sunflower. 
m spnng 19~2. . Interested "Rogie freaks" should Until somebody fmds that ideal 
Wyatt said tha~ m the. poe~ either call or write theatre manager form, Miss Kannon will content 
program, a pro~es.5ional writer '!ill Herb Ruffner to let him know they herself with her drawings, her spe~d _three or four days ~th will come. The proposed show date photographs and her poetry. Her 
pupils m the fou~h through ~th is September 30. exhibit in the Village Center 
grades to acquamt them with Here's lookin' at ya, sweetheart. Gallery embraces 10 years of work 
PAS DE DEUX performed near the Engineering Building as students take a frisbee break during first 
week of classes. {Photo by Jon Findell) 
SG ELECTIONS DATES 
The following are dates to 
remember for Student Government 
senatorial elections this quarter: 
September 25: Beginning of 
filing for declaration of candidacy. 
October 6: Last chance to 
declare candidacy. 
October 9: Campaigning starts. 
October 20: Campaigning ends. 
October 19-20: Elections. 
October 26: Installation of 
senators. 
Students interested in running 
for the Student Government Senate 
may sign up in VC 205. 
FREE BUS SERVICE! 
\Vhat she needs, 
money can't buy. 
·~''''::i.j·· v~ 
The First Baptist Church, Goldenrod, on 15-A 
will have a bus here at the Village Center each 
Sunday morning, at 9: 1 S A.M. starting Sunday, 
October 1st, to transport any students wishing 
to attend services. The bus will return by 
12:30 P.M. 
BRING YOUR BICYCLE PROBLEMS TO US! 
ALL REPAIRS AT REASONABLE RATES. 
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHTWEIGHT 
BICYCLES AND ACCESSORIES. 
V/OI<.KS 
1219 N. Orange Ave. 
Orlando 423-9972 
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'The Man' Is Black-And President 
Who's the man to succe~d the 
dead United States President? It 
ultimately falls to the President pro 
tem of the Senate. In the 
hypothetical -story by Irving 
Wallace, "The Man," now playing 
at the Plaza Roclqng Chair Theatre, 
is black. 
He is also a :kind, gentle; wise, 
By Fran Elliott 
actor in James Earl Jones (of "The rirst as an extreme liberal who is an 
Great White Hope'' fame), who activist for every b1ack cause. As 
~es to be strong yet i.nesisbole Dillman tells his daughter she may 
with a wry smile and tender eyes. have to "cool it" some as a member 
Jones plays Douglas Dillman, a man of the First Family be reminds her 
struck with insecurities and fears at "Remember the 'father you hit 
becoming the rrrst black President. may be yo~ own." 
As the movie moves along, he finds 
to powder Dillman's face, be 
quietly reminds the artist "It won't 
help anyway." Dillman is 
particularly amusing in his rebuttals 
to some of the reporters and 
Congre~men such as, "Ho did I 
displease thee, let me count the 
ways ... " Dillman describes 
himself in his job as "a midget ho 
can't reach the shelf," but be 
discovers after a short time that 
he shows that he 'owns., the House 
near the end of his term. 
The weakest part of the show is 
that there is really no climactic 
moment or scene. Suddenly it's 
clear that Dillman decides to 
become a candidate for the next 
election and "run like hell" for the 
office. 
Washington is full of "midgets." 'The Man" depicts Dillman, the 
distinguished looking, forthright 
ex-professor of philosophy w~o stil1 
believes in the "$tale old~ principles 
of justice, , iionesfy and 
responsibility. . 
"'lbe Man" is .a Rod Serliog 
screenplay starring an outstanding 
many of his feelings were accurate The move is not without its 
as he faces the obvious prejudiced tender moments as when Dillman 
"red-neck" Senator Watson sobs alone u~on realizing his 
(Burge~s Mer.edith)~ and the responsibility, and as he visits the 
aggravatmg raCISt wife of the beautiful Lincoln Memorial for a 
Secretary of State (Bal'bara. Rush~. reminder of strength. The white populace in the 
Jan McLachlan ~ Dillman s It also has its definite wit and capital refers to him as the "interior 
daughter comes on a little strong at humor. As a TV makeup man tries caretaker of the White House" until 
first black man to fall into the 
presidency, not only as a real man 
but as an articulate, poetic, 
passionate human being. 
. I 
. · . 
. . . . . . 
READYINQ p AINTINGS and· inDa~bJe "sculpture 
are FTU prof~~r · Johmi EyfeJis, .. graduate Robert 
MagnuS&on:.. an~ .p!ofe$0r Walter .Gaudnek. Floating 
tot.ems fulfilled part of a commission received by Dr. 
Gaudnek from the Olympic Spielstrasse Committee in 
Munich. Displays on land to either side of the 
sculpture show Lotz's prints. In the background is ~~ 
Olympic soccer, track and field stadium. (Photo by,· 
Kristin Eyfells) 
WELCOME FTU STUDENTS 
be at your ~H1posal on th·e Village 
Cent r Green between 10:00 ancl 
2:00 TODAY, Friday, Sept. 22. 
FINE FASHIONS FOR GIRLS 
BRANDS YOU KNOW AND LOVE 
IT'S 
LE EDY'S 
OF WINTER PARK, INC. 
31 l Park Avenue, South 
53 years serving Winter Park on Park Avenue!! 
BILLIE ROPER'S DRIVE INN 
Just North of Traffic light in Oviedo 
across from Western Auto. 
PHONE ORDERS -- 365-5881 
CHICKE - SHRIMP 
BAR-B-Q - FISH - HAMBURGER 
TIDCK SHAKES - FROZE CUSTARD 
BRING THIS AD AND F.T.U. ID 
FOR ROPER'S SPECIAL. FREE! 
You--
~ 
* 
* * 
* : 
* 
* 
* - ~ . --But So Do We, i 
f And As Long As You're In i 
- . . * ~ School He Can't Get You. 
-
* The FuTUre has need of your talents, your mind, your creativity, and your warm body. ~ 
If you can offer us one or more of these items, you could hold such auspicious titles as * 
"Photo Coordinator," or "Official Advertising Personage," or "Formally Appointed * 
Newspaper Writer-Reporter._" or "Quality On And Off Campus Photographer At Large, By 
Assignment of His Majesty" The Editor," or even "Vice Chief in Charge of Custodial 
Maintenance." 
No (we repeat, 'no') previous experience is necessary to fdl any of the numerous slots * 
-tc open o the FuTUre staff, but the applicant must apply to qualify. While the pay is not : 
what it ould be, it is not as bad as it has been, and may even get better. * 
. If you can spare any time, an hour or 30 a week, we can use you. Applica ts accepted * 
upon submission of application, virtually without question. Call (275) 2606 or (275) 2865, * 
or come by the newspaper office in LR 213 at any decent hour and talk to s. When you * t come, please bring a copy of this quarter's sc edule, and two No. 2 lead encils, and 50 ~ 
- cents to tip the doorman. >t 
t.*******************~**************************..: 
-
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Clark's Recruits Brl9hten 
Outlook Fo Ca Sea on 
Some narrow-minded people St. Bonaventure High School 
who see varsity coaches involved in fiitished second in scoring in the 
games during the season fail to highly touted filwaukee Catholic 
reafue that these same coaches are Conference. From that same 
deeply involved in another game conference, Clark picked up a 
These seven athletes will join the 
nucleus of last year's 20-6 team 
which includes 6' -8" senior and 
leading rebounder Ed Fluitt 6'-7, 
out of season; that game is highly rated guard in the person of soph Pete Haas, 6'·4" forward 
recruiting. Steve Armitage. Armitage finished Zettie McCrimmon and of course 
FTU basketball coach Torchy 
Clark has been hard at work 
recruiting since the end of last 
• season even up to thls present week 
of school 
eighth in conference scoring while FTU's all-time leading scorer Mike 
at . Pius High. Hank Raymonds, Clark. Others expected to' lend 
assIStant coach at Marquette, says import.ant contributions will be 
Armitage shoots off the pick as well 6'-4" junior Mike Yearwood, 6 -3" 
as anybody. guard Chuck Albers~ 6'-3" Dan Rice 
Don Sisemore1 a frosh from and 6' -3" soph Jeff Kernaghan. 
FTU BASKETBALL players Willy Bellote, left, and Steve Armitage 
check out the campus, girls, pool facilities, women, classes and chicks in 
their first official day of college life. Coach Torchy Clark is counting 
heavily on these two plus others to make FTU a major college power in 
basketball. (Photo by Henry Popkin) 
Avon Park High, may well become 
the darling of FTU basketball fans 
Bob. Jones and John Smith were in the next couple of years. The 
the first two signed last spring. left-handed Sisemore played 
Jones, a 6'5" forward - center from quarterback for his high school 
Valencia, combines bruising muscle team and pitched his baseball team 
inside with a delicate touch outside. to the Cias.s AA State title. When 
S~th, one of the state's top juco not pitching, he was hitting at a 
.rebounders at Hillsborough last .432 clip. 
year, may be s~tched from his His basketball exploits a.re 
usual forward position to guard. another story. Sisemore averaged 
30 points per game in his freshman, 
One of the top hopes for the -sophomore and junior years in high 
coming year is freshman Willy school while playing against varsity 
Bellote. Bellote, a 6'7" center from competition. His senior year 
FT U B b 11 E IT R 11 • / 4 y ? productivity dipped to 25 ppg, but Torchy Clark as e a qua 0 0 Ins . n ears . 1::!n w~ 0~o~ldmu!1n!~~=tete: Coach Clark bas added Ben 
Doug Holmquist, who coached 
the baseball club the latter half of 
last season, will coach the team in 
its initial varsity season with the 
expectation that "FTU's baseball 
program will be up with Florida 
State in the near future." 
Holmquist, who brings five years 
of pro experience and four years of 
coaching at the Thiversity of 
Vermont, is veey enthusiastic about 
baseball in Central Florida. He is. 
also extremely excited about his 
recruits. Many have outstanding 
potential and Holmquist feels 
fortunate he did not lose them to 
other colleges. 
Pitcher Bill Larsen will be the 
team captain. Larsen and second 
sacker Danny Odom are the only 
two sure returnees from last year's 
club, although Jack Sirriani and 
third baseman Pat McCarty have 
expressed interest in playing 
I*, 
Doug Holmquist 
another year of baseball. 
Holmquist tried to recruit 
position by position. He feels 
catcher Sam Rixie, a transfer from 
Lake - Sumter, is a good prospect. 
Dave Guido, from ~hawk High in 
Utica, N.Y., is another hopeful 
behind the plate. 
Holmquist is veey high on 
freshman George Royal from 
Winter Park. Royal was picked for 
the Orlando Sentinel Tri-County 
team as first baseman, but be may 
be a pro prospect as a pitcher. At 
6 -2' and 200 lbs, he certainly has 
the size. 
Odom and freshman Lany 
Brown from Lyman will wage war 
for the starting job at second base. 
David String a third baseman 
from Brevard CC batted .423 last 
year which sp aks for itself. 
The shortstop candidate is 6 -3" 
Jim Horvath who was All-State at 
uk High in Monroe, Conn. 'He 
could b the b st of the lot said 
Holmquist. 
Two of th outfield recruit are 
entr 1 FloridianS- Holmquist 
By Larry Mccorkle things other than scoring. He is one Mebd as a.s.sistant coach to replace 
of the few Florida cagers to score Russ Salemo, who left coaching to 
over 2,000 points in his career. join a local car dealer. Mebd, a 
Sizemore is only 5'-8", but his graduate of University of Wisconsin 
quickness on the court may well be at LaCrosse, has been coaching 
reminiscent of "FJlSt" Eddie Smith. basketball for 16 years in Wisconsin 
thinks Dan Radovich of Lyman and 
Jeff See from Winter Park were 
overlooked by a lot of coaches. 
John ·Teator, Burlington, Vt., 
rounds out the outfield. Teator was 
the Most Valuable Player at the 
State Legion tournament in 
Vermont two years ago. 
Besides Larsen, Holmquist looks 
to lefty Pete MacLaughlin from 
Valencia to do his share of pitching. I 
John Hinman from White Hall IIlgh 
in Pennsylvania is another potential 
stopper. Greg Perich, another 
Orlandoan from Edgewater High, 
may move into the starting rotation 
along with Bob Pinholster from 
Brevard CC. Radovich, Royal and 
Horvath will also see some action 
on the mound. 
The fall program will start Oct. 
2. Holmquist wants it known that 
anyone interested in baseball 
should try out. He plans informal 
scrimmages against Rollins, Florida 
Presbyterian, Seminole and 
Valencia. 
"I want to look at the kids, 
evaluate them and pick my team in 
the fall," said Holmquist. 
Holmquist plans to schedule 
about a 40-garne season. Included 
on the schedule will be such teams 
as Air Force, Delaware, Harvard, 
Columbia, Stetson and Florida 
Southern_ 
the 
RECORD BOOK 
~l£ANOR ENGL.£ WAS 1"ME 
FU~ST ~N EVER 10 BE. 
5'CNED 10 A PROFESSIONAl.-
~SALL. CONTRACT ... 
(UARRISBURG PA. SENATORS) 
0UT II S VOIDED 8EFOQ£ 
~E. EVER PL.AYED .•. 
where he was a close friend and 
During the past week, Co.ach colleague of Clark when he was at 
Clark has been busy making final _,x_a_v_ie_r_. ----------.., 
preparations for the signing of 
Arnett Hall and Angelo Callins. Hall 
is -a 6' -3" swing man from Indian 
River JC via Gainesville High where 
he was also a 23-foot long jumper. 
About Hall, Clark, with a look of 
anticipation, simply says, "He's· 
good." Callins comes to FTU with a 
great background at St. Joseph's NEWS 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!Ii JC. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
POOL HOURS 
1-4 p.m. 
1-4 p.m. 
1-4 p.m. 6 ·8 p.m. 
1-4 p.m. 
1-4 p.m. 
1-5 p.m. 
1-5 p.m. 
FTU WRESTLERS . GRAPPLE INEXPERIENCE 
A basically inexperienced but 
potentially power-packed FrU 
wrestling squad will face a flashy 
new schedule in just its second year 
of intercollegiate competition. 
The inexperience was caused by 
a variety of factors including 
graduation, homesickness and 
Uncle Sam. John Rouse, third in 
the state fmals as a heavyweight last 
year has graduated and moved to 
the coaching staff as Gerry 
Gergley's assistant. Walter Wilce, 
state collegiate champ in the 
126-lb. class, got homesick and 
returned to New York. And finally7 
Paul Allard, state 118-lb_ champ, 
and 150-lb. state runner-up Dale 
Olson were both drafted. 'I 
The above circumstances f 
necessitated an unplanned-fQr 
rebuilding job by Gergley. While 
the recruiting would have to be 
termed a success, the problem is 
primarily the same as last year -
lack of experience. 
"It hurt t.o lose those three 
guys," Gergley admitted. "We also 
lost two or three recruits we 
thought we were going to get.,, 
However, there are many new 
faces that show promise. Gergley 
claimed at least three prizes from 
his native New York state and a 
couple from Ohio as·well. 
Among the signees are the 
foJlowing: 
J™ McKENZIE, a 118-pounder 
from Coming Community College 
in Coming, N.Y., figures as the 
replacement for Allard. He was 
high school champion of Elmim, 
N.Y., two years ago and will come 
to FTU as a sophomore. 
SCOT!' SHERMAN, Portville, 
N.Y., bad a combined 60-5-1 record 
for three years of high school 
wrestling. A freshman this year, he 
was sectional champ three years in 
a row. He will probably vie in the 
126-Jb. categoey. 
134-pound GREG LANE, 
Cleveland Ohio was second in the 
state u a prep schooler but basn•t 
I 
' J 
Geny Gergley 
competed for two years while 
attending Valencia Community 
College. 
TOM HAMMONDS, a Marine 
veteran and member of the 
all-Marine team last year is a 
177-pounder, will be a sophomore. 
A native of Whitewater, Wis., who 
attended Wisconsin State, 
Hammonm was 17-3 as a high 
school senior and was conference 
champ. 
Freshman MICHAEL SIDVERS 
was state, regional and district 
champion of Virginia in 1971 in the 
130-ob. class and will compete as 
either a 134 or 142-pounder this 
year. 
SAM WILLIAMS of Tanawanda~ 
N. Y. qualified for the national 
Greco-Roman higb school team. 
The 150-lb. freshman was sectional 
and district first-place finisher last 
year. 
JOHN THEDERS of Titusville 
High was district champion and 
went to the st.ate championships. 
So_phomore TED WANSLEY, a 
transfer from West Point, sat out 
last year but was the most valuable 
member of Cocoa High's 1969-70 
team. 
MIKE HARTHCOCK, a transfer 
from Polk Community College, wu 
fifth in the st.ate and third in hie; 
district in high school at 
Aubumdale. 
Others are PETE BERKERY, a 
freshman heavyweight who also 
starred in football at Reverview 
High, of Sarasota. He figures to get 
special attention from the new 
Coach Rouse. ROY TEREPKA, a 
150-lb. frosh from Largo High, who 
is "one of the top 10 in Florida" 
according to Gergley, and finally 
KIT KERESNEI, a 137-pounder 
from Ohio rounds out the new 
signees. 
Returnees that should form the 
nucleus of the squad include Pat 
Murphy and Pete Leclaire, both 
third-lace finishers in the state meet 
last spring. Others a.re Charley 
Patton, Ron Hurst, Joe Gicobbe, 
Jim Nickson, Elio Junco, Curt 
Sucher, and Terry Gamble. Much is 
expected from most of these. 
Also returning are the 
wrestlerettes to cheer on the Knight 
gmpplers.. However, new girls are 
needed. Those interested should 
con tact Shelley Wilson at 
275-2591. 
Campus Glances 
NAME CHANGE 
Computer services is the new 
name for the former information 
systems department The change 
was made because it was felt that 
computer services more accurately 
describes the function of supplying 
equipment supply, systems 
development, programming and 
consultation to the administration, 
faculty and student body. 
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GREG GAVEL, left, Mike Abufaris, center, and Jerry Webb mix it 
up in the semifinals of the IM flag football championships. Gavel and 
Abufaris of ATO defeated Webb's Bombers and then went on to def eat 
Faculty-Staff 41-31 in championship game. ATO has a chance to 
defend their title when flag football resumes Octobe~ 2. 
INTRAMURAL 
WRAPUP 
Sports is recognized as a vital In all, there ai:e 17 different 
part of college social life ~- not offerings by the intramurals staff 
merely t be support of (not including coed). It is a bigger, 
intercollegiate teams but, more Wider-ranging assortment than ever 
importantly, the active before to accommodate an 
· participation of the students . expanding enrollment and increased 
themselves in school-sponsored interest in the now well-established 
recreation. . intramural program. 
The intra murals staff, under the A minimum of 12 is required to 
direction of Ken Renner, has once comprise a team for flag football. 
again set out to. provide these Team leagues and schedules will be 
extra-curricular activities ·for all drawn up in a preseason meeting of 
interested members of the student t earn captains or coaches on 
body, faculty or staff. Tuesday at 11 a.m. in Room 201 of 
Fall action will start with the the Village Center. All new 
two "majoi:" sports of the quarter -- participants are invited to attend 
men's flag football and volleyball the 'officials clinic Wednesday and 
for women. Entry deadline is Sept. Thursday at 4 p.rn. on the football 
25 for each. Also featured will be field. Rules and techniques of the 
cross country, table tennis and sport will be featured. Actual play 
men's paddle ball. will get underway the following 
Basketball will highlight winter Monday. 
activities, while softball and water Women's volleyball team 
polo top the list for spring. All representatives will also meet 
three sports will feature leagues for Tuesday at 11 a.m. in VC 201. At 
women as well as for men. least eight and no more than 15 are 
The coed program will feature needed to form a team. The skills 
tennis doubles and volleyball for clinic will be held Thursday at 4 
fall, and basketball, bowling and p.m. on the volleyball courts next 
water polo (with innertubes) later to the pool. 
in the year. There is even a tandem 
bike race winding up coed activities Total number of teams this year 
will depend on turnout. Last year 
there were 23 teams comprised of 
418 players. 
The Intramural office needs 
officials for fall sports, flag football 
CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS and volleyball. This can be an 
exciting part-time job for both men 
Anyone interested in trying out and women. If you are interested in 
for the FTU varsity cheerleading sports like to meet people and 
squad may come to the Physical make new friends besides earning 
Education Building Monday at 6 ·good money, contact the IM office 
p.m. A clinic will start the in the VC room 201 ext. 2408, or 
following day. any IM staff member. 
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Weightlifters Open Season With Victory 
The ITU Weightlifting Club 
began the season with a second 
place finish in the St. Petersburg 
Open Championships Sept. 2. 
Their next challenge will be Sept. 
30 in Pahokee, near Lake 
Okeechobee. The club will 
articipate in six to eight AAU 
nte~ts during the coming year. 
Since being moved from the 
Library (room 108), facilities have 
been relocated in the Wrestling 
Dome located behind the pool. 
Since there is not enough room in 
the Dorne for both sports, the 
weights and equipment at this 
location are minimal. The bulk of 
the competitive team and its 
equipment are located off campus. 
While anyone is welcome to 
work out at the dome, anyone 
interested in doing competitive 
lifting is encouraged to contact 
Farrell Byrd at 644-0695, or 
Harvey Newton at 64 7-6255. 
The main concern of the team 
this year is to get new members and 
to expand its growth. The team 
plans to participate in the National 
Collegiate Championships in 
Pennsylvania in March. 
All-American status will go to the 
top three finishers in each weight 
class. FTU lifters could have 
captured the team title last year, 
but did not make the trip. 
Campus Glances 
FULLER GETS PH.D. 
Dr. Donald A. Fuller, assistant 
professor of business 
administration, has been awarded 
his Doctor of Philosophy degree 
from Georgia State University. His 
dissertation was entitled "Product 
Quality perception as a Function of 
Price and Ecology Appeal: An 
Empirical Study." ' 
By Patti Barks 
More lifters are needed, as 
several graduated this past quarter. 
Men in the lighter body weight 
classes (123-lb., 132-lb., 148-lb., 
165-lb.) are especially needed. No 
previous experience is needed, only 
a desire to participate in 
competitive weightlifting. 
Steve Favis, a 1971 ITU 
graduate, will be the weightlifting 
coach this year. Steve received a BS 
in accounting last year. Soon after 
graduation, he joined the Trea~ury 
Department as a special agent for 
the Internal Revenue Service. After 
Soccer Coach 
Former Star 
Jim Rudy, a graduate and a 
four-year soccer letterman of 
Rollins, is the new FTU soccer 
coach. 
While at Rollins, Rudy made the 
All-Conference team two years. In 
several months of training in 
Washington, D.C., he relocat d in 
the Orlando area. 
Steve has competed in 
weightlifting since 1963. Be id 
helping the team with training 
problems, he will go to all the 
meets, helping the lifters with warm 
up procedures and setting weights 
to be lifted. 
.fole 
SFORIS 
NEWS 
1972 he made the NCAA Southern .. -----------.. Regional All-Tournament team and 
was also named to the Orlando 
Sentinel All-State team. 
Rudy coached at Winter Park 
High in ·1971 and 1972 where .he 
compiled a 20-4-1 record an<l a 
league championship. 
When asked about the upcoming 
season, Rudy said, "We have a very 
ambitious schedule with Florida 
Southern, St. Leo, FIT, 
Jacksonville, Stetson and 
Embry-Riddle. Our team is very 
young and inexperienced but we 
have the basis for a fine team with 
several new players from local high 
schools and some transfers." · 
"I expect we will stay close to 
all our opponents and knock off a 
few name schools," he said. "We 
are especially looking forward to 
our opener Oct. 3 with . Florida 
Southern and our first home game 
with Rollins on Oct. 27 ." 
Rubino Dies 
The year began on a tragic note 
for the FTU wrestling team upon 
learning of the death of Andrew 
Joseph Rubino, 19, a transfer 
student and prospective grappler 
for Coach Gerry Gergley's squad. 
Rubino was killed in an auto 
accident just south of Atlanta en 
route to Orlando. 
A transfer student from 
Pittsburgh University, Rubino was 
actively recruited by Gergley and 
was considered to have .a promising 
future 'in the sport. As a high school 
senior he was chosen by his 
teammates as most valuable team 
member, competing in the 127-lb. 
cl~. 
FTU SOCCER players seem to be mixed up about 
what sport they are supposed to be pJaying. In 
reality, they are practicing heading a soccer ball by 
playing volleyball with only their heads. (Photo 
by Henry Popkin) 
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* t ForFriday,SepOOmber22,1963 ie @ t Jlf u{!Qlhe ~@~~~~~'1I<IDJZf invaded this quiet island t 
* yesterday and began darkening * 
..£1.. IFYOUWEREBORNTODAY: By John the Good. Re ident eer theskiesandpastures.Nativesof * 
'"l"S' The whole house of Arie~ - ew Zealand say they have not -)} 
+t cros.ses your sun-sign today and your survivors. I don't mean to character and upbringing, you witnessed such a massive M 
* brings us a clearer image of your sound frightening, but that large, will give up quickly. You are a invasion of Ink Blots since some ?i" 
* nocturnal activities. S.fiameful! black bird which started circling wishie-washie freak. time in the early 15th century * * How can you hold your head up over you yesterday is not a dirty LEO: when the east end of the island "* 
..J.l.. in public life? How can you calJ pigeon, as you originally Just for chuckles, why not disappeared into the darkness 9* ~ yourself a member of the human suspected. try a few of the following never to be seen again. There is M 
* race? How can I get hold of you things: a} fit into last year's great concern locally that a ?i" 
* if I need you? ARIES: bathing suit b) try to comb possible recurrence might * ~ Face reality, clod! You have your hair so it doesn't look like damage the heavy tourist trade * * AQUARIUS: been stood up thirteen times in it's falling out and c) try the islanders depend so heavil' * 
..J.l.. Your toes are not growing aE two months. Twice by your own getting along with your peers. upon. M 
~ quickly as your feet are. mother! You have changed yom From our antage point we !{ 
~ Consequently you will begin to deodorant, changed tailors, VIRGO: can see the Blots moving slowly ?i" 
* stumble a lot by November and changed your hair style and Your will is stronger than over the sleep town of +} 
{(- you won't be able to stand at all color, changed mouthwashes and your physique. Your will wants Mariposa. The unsuspecting +} 
A by January. Your fingers, on the changed underwear. Still no one you to stay up until ungodly residents of the town will within M 
~ other hand, are growing faster stands too close to you and they hours of the night to study, but a few moment from now be ~ t than your hands. It iE walk a few steps either in front your physique simply won't let swallowed whole, like a giant !{ ~ anticipated that by the end of or behind you. You can only be it. Your will wants to read the boa constrictor devours his prey ?i" 
* the year you will be able to tie proclaimed so far by your really heavenly books of the first and then eats. What will * 
$J.. your shoes without bending apparel. There must be day, but your physique won't become of Mariposa? What will -)} k over. The unfortunate catch is: somP.thing inside the clothes, you don't have any more right hold the books up, won't agree become of all of us as we £ ~ however, that you won't be able under the deodorant and to be here than the guy next to to strain your eyes. Aren't you struggle to ... · . ~"l-* or need to wear shoes after covered by the hair. That's yom you does. If there is one thing I glad you and your physique are 4* * January, so your wonderful problem. You exist merely to can't stand, it's hippie freaks! on the same side? 4* 
..J.l.. fingers will be of no particulai keep your clothes from wearing TAURUS: 4* J:: advantage. thin on the inside. CANCER: Your stomach will be SAGITTARIUS: M 
~ There is an unseen but strangely affected by glass and Feet down. hold again. Back ?i" 
..J.l.. PISCES: GEMINI .· t t· to over-ripe bananas. Avoid both bowallasa. Next to everything. * ~ powerful force at emp mg 
-f* Don't make any legal Stand tall for what you take over your being. You will unless you plan on having a Begin again. Begina gin. Beginag 4* ~ commitments this week. It could believe in. Don't let anyone struggle violently, but as usual strange time of it this week. in. Beginaga in. Beginagai n. +} 
$J.. be financially disasterous for push you around. Remember, with a person of your moral LIBRA: . Beginagain. Again Begin Again. ~ 
'"("i" Again Begina gin. Again Beginag !{ 
.$'$''Jlc'Jtc'Jtc$''Jtc'*'***'*'*********'*''*''*''*'*********'*'':t DOOMED!!! ~OOMED!!! ain. Ever feel like you were ?i" 
. ' :*DOOMED!!! You will make an· watching a bad Saturday TV* 
I ~unexpected trip to the dentist's ? M Alcohol. Issues Stud1.ed ~~c:x~~~·~~.!·t~~~~:~~ show. * your teeth must come out. This CAPRICORN: * 
M will begin a chain of oral Avoid being photographed M 
A new outlook on the problem medi.c_ine_, soc~al welfare and Mrs. Jean Moiser, director of!{ operations which will eventually this week. It.-has been rumored ?i" 
of alcholism was displayed when rehab1htative servtc~s. . . psycho-drama for the Bureau of?$" remove every tooth in your that weak souls can be captured +} 
the 10th annual Florida School of The FSAS sessions revitalized Alcoholic Studies, demonstrated 4* head, one at a time. You will die by the camera, and the person * 
Alcohol Studies (FSAS) met at the.controversy over the Myers ~ct, psycho-drama, a new treatment for* three weeks after the last tooth himself would be forever forced * 
FTU August 27 - September 1. This a bt~l recently passed by t~e Flonda alcoholics, at this year's FSAS .s.'... is taken out from a combination to stay on film. You are just M 
was the fourth consecutive year the Legislature that recogmzed and meeting. ::I of loss of blood and drowning in about weak enough and plenty ::I 
school has met at FTU. The main paved the way f_or treatment of . ?$"the same. Having come close to dumb enough. You are a clod, a ?i" 
theme of the event was that alcoholism as a dise~e: Many law Psycho-d~ma is ~ form of *that state of being, we can schmoo, a freebe, a hike, a 4* 
alcoholism is a disease and should en f ~ rcement. off1_c1als have group. th~rapy m ":'h1ch the * sym athize (and chuckle. Misery dorfnot, a gribble and a * 
be treated as one. criticized the bill, statmg they have alcoholic ts faced with group M love~ companv ) placenta. Sleep well tonight. One * 
The school, financed by the been forced into the role of judgment, thereby forcing him to ;f scORPIO: · of us has to be fresh in the M 
Bureau of Alcoholism "babysitters"fordrtmks. accept reality. The admiss~on. _of?i" Feb. 22, '67·Dateline - New morning,andl'mgoingtosome?j" 
Rehabilitation, provided training alcoholism or the contr~b~tm€ 4* Zealand: A giant horde of angry· big <loin's at the Burger King in * 
for some 250 professional persons George Clarke, director of factors is often the most d1ff1cu~t *R 0 rs ha ch Ink B 1 o ts Winter Park. * 
and civic leaders. The program com~unity programs for the step for the alcoholic, but t~ 4*9*********'~**'**'*******'*'** included as guest speakers many Florid~. ~ureau of Alcoh?l essential for effective treatment. 
renowned experts in the fields of ~e~~bthtation, says the . mam ---------------------------------------..., 
EVENING CLASSES 
s1gmf1cance of the Myers Act 1s that 
it divorces alcoholism from the 
criminal justice system and puts it 
in the health care system. Much 
criticism has come from the fact 
the bill will not allow police to 
arrest a man for drunkeness if that 
The accountancy department is is his sole offense. He must instead 
now offering an opportunity for a be returned home or taken to a 
major in accountancy at night, treatment center. . 
although on a limited basis. The !reatment centers will be 
program will be expanded if the available around the state for 
demand warrants it for the 197 3-7 4 emergency and short term care of 
academic year. the chronic alcoholic. 
Come to 
CRUSTY'S PIZZA 
for a 
CRAM COURSE. 
Crusty's Pizza "a slice of the 9oocl life" 
LOCATIONS: 
'*25632 (17-92) Casselberry 
*4451 Hoffner Rd. 859-0130 
3231 Edgewat r Dr. 
(across from Edgewater High) 425-9071 
2083 Aloma Ave. 
(in the Aloma Shopping Center) 671-6177 
at th corner of Lancaster & Winegard 
851-1252 
HOURS: 
Mon .• Thurs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l 1 A.M. • Midnight _ 
Fri. • Sat ............... . ....... . . 11A.M.·2 A.M. 
Sun .......................... .. . 4 P.~ ·Midnight 
Delivery within a three mile radius .. 5 P.M. ·Midnight 
WE'RE EAGER TO TACKLE 
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS 
st 
ID 
College 
sales 
FTU CollegeMaster Representatives 
Art Scevola 
Joe Crisafulli 
Terry Feuchtinger 
Bob Legore 
arc Wilson 
Steve Santorsola 
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- -~ We Have the ~ i Largest Student Quarters Available Now! ! 
~ · No Waiting! ~ 
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-Directly Opposite Main Entrance ·FTU ~ 
-
- · . 273-2720 ~ S PHONE (305) . § I 831-1222 § 
~ 1 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $90 AMoNTHEAcHPERsoN.sAsEo ~ 
~ ON 2 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT § 
- -
- -
- -
== = I 2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $70 A MONTH EACH PER~oN. sAsEo i 
5 ON 4 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT. § 
= -
= *** **********"**************** *********** = Ii * SWIMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA) ~ 
i:i *SPECIAL 12.MONTH PLAN !§ 
- . -~ *TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED ~ 
§§ * NO LEASES . !§ 
~ * ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st § 
~ *COIN LAUNDRY &PAY PHONE ON PREMISES § 
-~ * CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING § 
- -
-
-
-
- -~ THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO ~ 
- -
- -~ CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER ~ 
-
- -~ BUILDINGS IN THE AREA ii 
- -= -
= = ~ FOR RENTALS TALK TO i 
-
-
-~ W. M. LYNCH OWNER/MANAGER 
-
-i MAIN OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
-
